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1.1 BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER 

1.1.1 Overview 

In 1885, Paul Ehrlich observed that upon intravenous (i.v.) 

administration of trypan blue, the brain and spinal cord were the only 

organs that were not stained. The term “blood-brain barrier” (BBB) was 

coined by Lewandowsky 15 years later upon his dicovery that certain 

neurotoxic agents affected central nervous system (CNS) function upon 

direct brain administration, but not after i.v. administration. Seventy 

years later, Thomas Reese attributed this barrier to brain capillary 

endothelial cells and their associated components [1].  

The BBB is a highly selective semi-permeable blockade that 

separates the peripheral circulation from the CNS. It is the major 

limiting factor to pharmacological agents targeting the brain in 

neurological, neurodegenerative, and psychiatric disorders, preventing 

all large molecules and 98% of small molecules from passing to the 

CNS from the blood [2]. The BBB consists of a dense network of 

endothelial cells (EC), astrocytes, and pericytes, along with protein 

complexes that strongly restrict the crossing of molecules (Fig. 1). The 

BBB is essential for the maintenance of CNS homeostasis, ensuring 

healthy neuronal function. The tight regulation of the CNS circulation 

protects the brain from toxins, pathogens, and inflammatory agents, 

while still allowing the passage of essential nutrients and some 

chemicals [3]. 

The neurovascular unit (NVU) consists of neurons, astrocytes, 

BBB ECs, pericytes, myocytes, and elements of the extracellular 

matrix. This group of cells work together to monitor and maintain 

neuronal homeostasis and appropriate cerebral blood flow through 
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vasodilation or vasoconstriction of capillaries. Physical and/or chemical 

actions induced by the NVU include production of nitric oxide by ECs 

and contraction/relaxation of myocytes to control blood flow. Neurons 

communicate changes in oxygen or nutrient concentration to 

interneurons and/or astrocytes, thereby triggering appropriate changes 

to restore balance to the CNS [4]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Representation of the cellular components of the blood-

brain barrier [5]. 

 

 The restrictive properties of the BBB are established mainly by 

ECs and strengthened or maintained by the other cells in the NVU. ECs 

are mesodermally-derived modified simple squamous epithelial cells 

that make up the blood vessel walls. ECs in the CNS differ from 

peripheral ECs in several ways. The polarized cells are connected by 

tight junctions (TJs), which limit paracellular diffusion of hydrophilic 

compounds and are up to 100 times tighter than those in the periphery. 

Brain ECs lack fenestration and contain approximately five times more 

mitochondria than other ECs, possibly due to the necessity for ATP to 
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drive ion gradients for transport. Transcytosis is highly limited in brain 

ECs, restricting transcellular passage. Specific transporters are 

expressed by ECs. Efflux transporters are polarized to the luminal 

surface and can transport many lipophilic molecules to the blood. 

Highly specific nutrient transporters move nutrients into the CNS and 

remove waste products from the brain into the blood. CNS ECs also 

have an extremely low level of leukocyte adhesion molecules (LAMs) 

in order to limit immune cell entry to the CNS [6]. 

ECs express various components that are vital to the structure of 

the BBB, and transport across it (Fig. 2). CNS ECs are connected by 

TJs, which are cellular adhesions formed on the apical side of the lateral 

membrane. TJs strongly prevent paracellular passage of ions and 

molecules. This is highly dependent on molecule size, with uncharged 

molecules less than 4 nm in diameter having higher paracellular 

permeability than larger molecules. TJs consist of transmembrane 

occludins, claudins, and junctional adhesion molecules (JAMs) [7]. In 

vitro data indicates that claudins are essential for TJ formation. Claudin-

5 is highly expressed in CNS ECs and knockout mice display size-

selective leakage through the BBB [8]. Conversely, mice lacking 

occludin have a fully functioning BBB, though it is believed that its 

enrichment in CNS ECs is important for the resistance of the BBB [9]. 

JAMs are part of the immunoglobin superfamily and are involved in 

regulating leukocyte extravasation and paracellular permeability.  
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Figure 2. Basic molecular organization of tight-junction protein 

complexes at the blood-brain barrier [10]. 

 

 The above transmembrane adhesion complexes are linked to the 

EC cytoskeleton by cytoplasmic adaptors, for example zonula 

occludens (ZO)-1, ZO-2, cingulin, jacop, MAGIs, and MPPs. Vascular 

endothelial (VE)-cadherin and platelet EC adhesion molecules 

(PECAM)-1 are the adherens junctions (AJs) that connect ECs and are 

linked to the cytoskeleton by catenins [6]. 

 Pericytes extend long cellular processes across the ablumenal 

surface of the microvascular ECs and are embedded in the vascular 

basement membrane (BM). The BM prevents most of the cell body and 

processes from coming into direct contact with the endothelium. 

Instead, the cellular processes adhere to ECs at discrete points, 

mediated by N-cadherin. Pericytes cover approximately 20-30 % of the 

endothelium, and the CNS microvasculature has the highest 
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EC:pericyte ratio in the body, estimated to be between 1:1 and 3:1. They 

contain contractile proteins, which can control capillary diameter. 

Pericytes regulate blood flow, angiogenesis, endothelium proliferation, 

extracellular matrix deposition, immune cell infiltration, and wound 

healing in response to neural activity. They are also involved in BBB 

development and maintenance, including the polarization of astrocytic 

endfeet. Without pericytes, abnormal vasculogenesis, endothelial 

hyperplasia, and increased endothelial permeability is observed [11]. 

 The neurovascular tube is surrounded by the inner vascular BM, 

secreted by ECs and pericytes, and the outer parenchymal BM, secreted 

by astrocytic processes. They contain type IV collagens, laminin, 

nidogen, heparin sulfate proteoglycans, and other glycoproteins, though 

have differing compositions. These extracellular matrices act as a base 

for many vascular signalling processes and as a barrier to molecules 

entering the brain. BM disruption, commonly by matrix 

metalloproteinases (MMPs), leads to BBB dysfunction and subsequent 

leukocyte infiltration [12]. 

 Astrocytes are glial cells that have polarized cellular processes 

covering the neuronal processes or blood vessels. The endfeet of the 

basal processes cover almost the entire vascular tube and contain a 

variety of proteins such as dystrophin, dystroclycan, and aquaporin 4 

[13]. Aquaporins are pore-forming molecules in the astrocytic endfeet 

that allow passage of water into the CNS. Reduction of aquaporin 4 can 

cause or exacerbate cytotoxic brain edema. It is believed that aquaporin 

4 is passive, allowing water to cross along pressure gradients in order 

to eliminate extracellular fluid and prevent vasogenic edema [14]. The 

dystroglycan-dystrophin complex binds agrin, linking the endfeet 
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cytoskeleton to the BM, which is critical to maintain CNS water 

homeostasis. Astrocytes provide a cellular link between neurons and 

blood vessels, enabling them to regulate blood flow according to 

neuronal activity. They are important mediators of BBB formation and 

can induce barrier properties in non-CNS blood vessels. They are a 

source of regulatory factors such as TGF-β, GDNF, and IL-6. However, 

in vivo analysis has shown that they do not play a role in the initial BBB 

formation, but rather modulate and maintain the mature barrier by 

secreting regulatory factors [15].  
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1.1.2 Physiological pathways and strategies to cross the BBB 

Though the major function of the BBB is to restrict passage of 

molecules from the blood to the brain, the entry of certain molecules is 

essential for the health and correct function of the CNS. A variety of 

mechanisms exists to facilitate this (Fig. 3). 

 

 

Figure 3. Pathways across the blood-brain barrier [5]. 

 

Paracellular passage is possible upon opening of the TJs, though 

passage is normally highly restricted to water soluble agents and limits 

the passage of molecules more than 4 nm in diameter [16]. TJ 

modulators can affect the extent of paracellular passage. Sodium 

caprate (C10), a clinically approved absorption enhancer for ampicillin, 

can reduce claudin-5 levels resulting in the transient opening of TJs 

[17]. RNA interference has been used to reduce TJ proteins, including 

organic ion transporter 3 (OAT3) and claudin-5, specifically at the BBB 

level in order to assist brain drug delivery [18]. A peptide targeting the 
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first extracellular loop of occludin at the BBB could selectively increase 

paracellular permeability to mannitol [19]. 

Molecules can pass from the blood through ECs to the brain via 

three main mechanisms: lipid-mediated free diffusion, carrier- or 

receptor-mediated transcytosis, or adsorptive-mediated transcytosis. As 

previously mentioned, the rate of transcytosis is much lower in CNS 

ECs compared to peripheral ECs, and is often upregulated during 

disease or injury, causing major BBB dysfunction [20].  

The transcellular lipophilic pathway can transport some lipid-

soluble, hydrophobic molecules such as O2 and CO2. These molecules 

freely diffuse across the plasma membrane following their 

concentration gradient. If a compound has a molecular weight less than 

450 and is highly lipophilic, it has a high chance of entering the brain 

using this pathway. Substances with lower molecular weights will cross 

the BBB faster. Furthermore, if the sum of the nitrogen and oxygen 

atoms in the molecule is five or less, the molecule is likely to cross the 

BBB [21]. 

Brain ECs employ clathrin-coated vesicles containing adaptor 

protein complex-2, large fluid-engulfing macropinocytotic vesicles, 

and plasma membrane-derived caveolae formed from lipid raft 

domains, but have fewer pinocytotic vesicles than peripheral ECs [22]. 

In receptor-mediated transcytosis, clathrin-coated vesicles and caveolae 

endocytose plasma membrane receptors and their specific ligands, 

deliver them to the brain via exocytosis, and receptors are recycled back 

to the plasma membrane [22]. Targeting ligands to increase passage 

using receptors that are exclusively or over-expressed at the BBB are 

frequently exploited. 
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Nutrient transporters move specific nutrients necessary for brain 

health down a concentration gradient. Certain transporters are highly 

enriched in CNS ECs compared to peripheral ECs, for example glut1 

(glucose transporter), transferrin receptor (transferrin/iron transporter), 

Ager (amyloid transporter) and low-density receptor-related lipoprotein 

(LRP)-1 and LRP-8. These transporters are often targeted as “Trojan 

horses”. This involves targeting these transporters with a drug or drug 

delivery system, essentially “tricking” ECs into allowing the passage of 

otherwise non-permeant drugs into the CNS [23]. 

Specific transporter molecules and receptors are expressed on 

the BBB to control molecule entry to the CNS. Efflux transporters, 

including Mdr1, MRPs, and BCRP, move molecules against a 

concentration gradient using ATP hydrolysis. These transporters can 

bind to a wide array of substrates, but often limit the entry of small 

lipophilic molecules that could normally passively diffuse through the 

EC membrane [24]. Multidrug resistance transporter (Mdr1), also 

known as P-glycoprotein (Pgp), is particularly vital, as shown when 

knockout mouse display increased amounts of small lipophilic drugs 

and endogenous molecules entering the brain. This ATP-binding 

cassette carrier moves toxic substances from the brain to the blood, but 

also removes potential therapeutics. Pgp upregulation is associated with 

drug-resistant epilepsy, cerebral ischemia, and tumours. The 

development of therapeutics that can avoid efflux, or of efflux 

transporter inhibitors, may be useful when delivering small molecule 

compounds to the CNS [25].  

Adsorptive-mediated transcytosis occurs when cationic 

molecules bind to and are taken up at the luminal surface of anionic 
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ECs. This process is often targeted by cationic proteins (for example, 

albumin) or cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs). Examples of CPPs are 

modified Tat-1 peptides derived from HIV, gH625 derived from Herpes 

simplex virus type 1, and Syn-B vectors, which can be used to deliver 

small molecules or proteins to the CNS [26].  

 Along with its function as a paracellular and transcellular 

barrier, the BBB can produce drug-metabolizing enzymes, such as 

acetylcholinesterase, alkaline phosphatase, and monoamine oxidase, 

which degrade many compounds that enter the CNS. This vital 

protective mechanism is another obstacle to be overcome when 

attempting to deliver pharmaceuticals to the brain [27]. 

Extensive research focuses on efficient ways to increase the 

delivery of specific therapeutic and/or diagnostic molecules to the 

brain. Non-invasive strategies include chemically manipulating the 

drug or its carrier (for example, by making it more lipophilic) so that it 

can cross the BBB more readily, or using alternative administration 

routes, such as intranasal. However intranasal administration results in 

very low drug delivery, in part due to extensive clearance by the mucus 

layer and cilia [28]. The use of nanoparticles is a promising strategy and 

is discussed in more detail in Chapter 1, section 1.3.6. 

Invasive techniques may be more effective in delivering large 

quantities of drugs of varying size, charge, and chemical composition 

to the CNS. These techniques are associated with a much higher risk of 

neurotoxicity. Intracerebral implants incorporating a biodegradable 

polymeric matrix have been used in clinical trials. Though this allows 

for localized drug delivery, it is a very traumatic strategy [29]. 

Intracerebroventricular, intrathecal and interstitial delivery has been 
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successfully used to deliver anti-cancer drugs [30, 31], but come with 

higher rates of CNS infection.  

BBB disruption strategies are perhaps the most controversial. 

These include convection-enhanced delivery, whereby one or more 

catheters are inserted in the brain through cranial burr holes, and drugs 

are administered by micro-infusion pump [32]. Advantages of this 

include the ability to load large volumes of drug at consistent 

concentrations, but the long infusion times and invasive procedure can 

once again result in infection, local toxicity, and high intracranial 

pressure [33].  

The osmotic strategy involves the intra-arterial infusion of a 

hyperosmotic agent, for example mannitol, to transiently interrupt the 

BBB. Mannitol specifically increases BBB permeability via shrinkage 

of cerebrovascular ECs and subsequent disruption of adjoining TJs for 

several hours [34]. However, an unfavourable toxic/therapeutic ratio 

means that extra care is required with this procedure to avoid 

neurotoxicity.  

Some vasoactive compounds, such as histamine, may 

selectively increase the permeability of abnormal brain capillaries, but 

not healthy brain capillaries, therefore making this a more specific, 

reliable, and possibly less neurotoxic technique [35]. Non-specific 

opening of the BBB could lead to the infiltration of harmful substances 

or destructive immune cells to the CNS, causing extensive damage to 

the brain.  

Ultrasound-mediated BBB disruption has received much 

attention in recent years (Fig. 4). This involves the application of 

pressure waves (> 20 kHz) to focal sites of brain tissue through the skull 
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using large surface area phased arrays. Image guided systems, for 

example using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), can ensure the 

opening of the BBB in very specific locations, limiting entry of harmful 

substances to the CNS. Ultrasound can also be combined with 

preformed ultrasonic microbubbles to decrease the amount of acoustic 

energy required, thereby decreasing the risk of overheating the skull 

and damaging ECs [29]. However, there are serious neurotoxicity 

concerns about repetitive or prolonged BBB opening. It is also 

important to note that most of these methods are evaluated in rodents, 

and may not be as effective in humans [36].  

 

 

Figure 4. BBB disruption via focused ultrasound and 

microbubbles: noninvasive, transient, targeted drug delivery [36].  
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1.1.4 In vitro system to reproduce the BBB 

Historically, most promising drugs that are developed for the treatment 

of CNS disorders fail due to their inability to penetrate the BBB. 

Therefore, pharmacological testing must evaluate the the permeability 

of drugs through the BBB using appropriate in vitro models. Although 

in vivo experiments are the most accurate way to measure drug delivery 

to the brain, these experiments are restricted by ethical and financial 

considerations, and access to specialized facilities and equipment. 

Testing using in vivo models should involve animals with specific 

pathologies, as the BBB state is affected by disease and can differ 

greatly from the healthy condition, as discussed in further detail in 

Chapter 1, section 1.2.2. However, transgenic or diseased animal 

models can be more expensive and time-consuming to produce, and the 

disease progression or presentation often does not exactly match the 

human disease. Therefore, these studies can be unsuitable for medium 

or high throughput screening. In vitro models offer reduced costs, 

strong reproducibility, and the simplicity and versatility of working 

conditions required in the earliest stages of drug development [37]. 

The most widely used in vitro models of the BBB have been 

developed using non-human mammalian brain capillary endothelial cell 

lines, for example mouse bEnd3 or porcine PBMEC/C1-2 cells. These 

models are not ideal because TJ proteins, fenestration patterns, BBB 

transporters, enzymes and specific receptors on ECs often vary between 

species. These factors could influence BBB permeability, and may limit 

the translational potential of models based on non-human cells. 

Therefore, models using human cerebral endothelial cell lines could 

give a more accurate representation of the in vivo BBB. The 
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hCMEC/D3 immortalized human cerebral microvascular endothelial 

cell line is one of the best characterized and most widely used. Polarized 

secretion and transport, architectural organization, and protein 

expression in the cells mimics the healthy human BBB. It is widely 

validated in over 150 studies of cerebral endothelial biology and 

pharmacology, easy to use, and suitable for drug screening [38]. 

The transwell model is the simplest in vitro tool for the study of 

the BBB [39]. Cerebral ECs are seeded on the collagenated porous filter 

of a transwell insert, which separates an apical compartment 

representing the blood and a basolateral one representing the brain (Fig. 

5). A polarized monolayer forms, mimicking the BBB. The pores of the 

membrane allow exchange of solutes between the apical and basolateral 

compartments and, depending on the pore size, even cellular trafficking 

can be studied. The major advantage of this monoculture model is its 

simplicity and ease of use, allowing for relatively high throughput 

screenings at a moderate cost. However, the effects of other cellular 

components present in the neurovascular unit are not considered.  
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Figure 5. Transwell model of the BBB. The model consists of an 

apical compartment (representing the blood) separated from a 

basolateral compartment (representing the brain) by a monolayer of 

human brain microvascular endothelial cells seeded on a porous 

membrane. 

 

As cell culture techniques have advanced in recent years, highly 

sophisticated cellular models that better reflect the in vivo anatomy of 

the neurovascular unit have been developed. Multicellular spheroid cell 

models have been developed to reflect the complexity of other cell 

types, particularly in the study of cancer [40]. Now, three-dimensional 

models of the midbrain and cerebral cortex offer new hope for the 

creation of a more complete model of the BBB [41, 42], though research 

is lacking. Cerebral ECs can be cultured in the presence of pericytes, 

astrocytes, and/or neurons in different arrangements. However, these 

complicated models can be relatively expensive and time-consuming to 

produce [43].  
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Dynamic BBB models have been created to reflect the fact that 

BBB endothelial properties are affected by shear stress induced by 

blood flow [44]. In vivo blood flow can be mimicked by culturing ECs 

in hollow fibers where circulating culture medium can induce tunable 

shear stress. Though this is more representative of the in vivo condition, 

the model is unsuitable for rapid, high throughput studies. Its 

development requires specific technical skills and a large number of 

cells to load the capillaries. Furthermore, the optical monitoring of cell 

morphology is impossible. Microfluidic models require less cells. The 

cells are cultured on a porous membrane located at the interface of two 

microchannels, which allows the flow of culture medium. High costs 

and the lack of standardization have restricted the widespread use of 

this model [45, 46]. 

A major limitation of most in vitro BBB models is that they 

represent the healthy state and not the pathological one. Considering the 

extensive changes that occur in the BBB in various disease states, as 

discussed in further detail in Chapter 1, section 1.2.2, it is reasonable to 

assume that permeability of drugs will be affected by neuropathology 

and/or aging. Just as diseased animal models must be used for in vivo 

testing, it is essential that in vitro models are developed that can reflect 

the BBB condition in different disease states. An aged cellular model 

has been established by isolating and culturing ECs and perivascular 

cells from aged animals, but is extremely difficult to produce as 

proliferation and the growth of appropriate intercellular contacts is 

limited in such aged cells [47]. Indeed, there are very few studies 

analyzing the differences in drug permeability depending on the disease 

state, and most publications use healthy cellular models for toxicity and 
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permeability studies.  

Other limitations are based on the simplistic nature of in vitro 

BBB models. The BBB is an extremely complex network of interacting 

cells and proteins, and is affected by many factors in the peripheral 

circulation. As with any biological system, it is difficult to perfectly 

simulate the in vivo situation in vitro, in terms of complexity. For the 

BBB, the most important factor determining paracellular permeability 

is the expression of TJs by ECs. It is incredibly important to verify the 

correct formation of TJs in vitro, as this has been shown to affect NP 

uptake by cells [48]. Expression of TJs and AJs by hCMEC/D3 cells 

has been extensively demonstrated, making them a good candidate for 

permeability studies. Though other cells may be involved in the 

maintenance of TJs, it is the ECs that are essential for their expression 

and development [15].  

In conjunction with experimental models of the BBB, 

computational models with appropriate software may offer a new way 

to predict the BBB permeability of novel compounds, potentially 

reducing the amount of time and money wasted on testing therapeutic 

agents that cannot be delivered to the brain [49]. 
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1.2 NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASES 

1.2.1 Overview 

Neurodegeneration is a hallmark of many diseases, including 

Alzhemier’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD), Huntington’s 

disease (HD), frontotemporal dementia (FTD), multiple sclerosis (MS), 

and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), and is even a presenting 

feature in some HIV-1 positive patients [50] (Fig. 6). Though these 

diseases display diverse symtoms and progression, they are all defined 

by the progressive breakdown of neural tissue. Neuronal death is often 

accompanied by changes in other CNS cell types, for example an 

increase in glial cells that could contribute to the disease [51]. The 

major risk factor for several of these diseases is age. As the global 

elderly population increases steadily with advances in life-prolonging 

medicine, the prevalence of neurodegenerative diseases increases. 

Pathologies such as memory loss, cognitive impairment and motor skill 

dysfunction have a high financial burden, as patients often require 

constant and continuous care. In 2015, the World Health Organization 

estimated that the global societal cost of dementia, a disorder 

characterized by progressive decline of cognitive function including 

memory, emotion, behaviour, language, and learning, was US$818 

billion, equivalent to 1.1 % of global gross domestic product. This 

socio-economic burden will continue to increase as aging populations 

rise. Dementia alone affects 50 million people worldwide, with 60-70% 

of cases being attributable to AD [52].  
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Figure 6. The anatomical location of and macroscopic and 

microscopic changes associated with common neurodegenerative 

disorders [53]. 
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AD causes progressive and irreversible neurodegeneration with 

associated memory impairment and cognitive deficits. Short-term 

memory loss is the major symptom in the early stage of the disease. 

Progressive decline leads to long-term memory impairment, apathy, 

problems with language, executive functions, perception (agnosia), and 

execution of movements (apraxia), with a complete loss of autonomy. 

Death normally occurs within 10 years of symptomatic onset, often due 

to unassociated conditions such as septicemia from pneumonia [54]. 

The pathology includes deposition of β-amyloid (Aβ) aggregates and 

tau protein hyperphosphorylation, with only approximately 10% of 

cases linked to genetics. Apolipoprotein E4 (ApoE4) is the primary 

genetic risk factor for AD, causing mitochondrial dysfunction [55]. AD 

occurrence is widespread, and its prevalence in Europe is estimated at 

5.05 %, with women having a higher risk of developing the disease [56]. 

With increasing lifespans, the prevalence of AD is expected to rise to 

65.7 million cases by 2030 and 115.4 million by 2050 [57]. Although 

several curative therapeutic strategies targeting disparate aspects of AD 

have been proposed, only a limited number have gone through clinical 

trial, and all have failed to provide convincing therapeutic effects or 

gain clinical approval [58, 59]. Diagnosis is based on symptoms. 

Amyloid stains, for example thioflavin S and Congo red, and 

immunohistochemistry can be used to detect aggregated Aβ post-

mortem for definitive diagnostic purposes in AD [60]. It was recently 

shown that biotinylated Tat peptide can bind amyloid deposits for in 

situ tissue labelling [61]. A preventive treatment for AD would be ideal 

as there is evidence that brain Aβ pathophysiological alterations leading 

to AD take place decades before the appearance of the first signs of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perception
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agnosia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apraxia
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dementia, giving a broad pre-symptomatic phase for intervention with 

Aβ-targeted therapies [62].  

PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder, 

affecting 2-3 % of the elderly population (>65 years old). It occurs upon 

intracellular accumulation of insoluble α-synuclein aggregates known 

as Lewy bodies. Dysregulated apoptosis leads to extensive loss of 

dopaminergic neurons, vital for motor function, in the substantia nigra 

of the midbrain region [63]. An early onset familial form of the disease 

occurs with mutations in the SNCA gene. SNCA overexpression causes 

excess α-synuclein to associate with the mitochondrial membrane in PD 

models, and induce oxidative stress [64]. Altered calcium homeostasis, 

axonal transport, and neuroinflammation are also implicated in the 

disease. Symptoms include bradykinesia, tremors, rigidity, along with 

cognitive impairment. With no available cure, treatment relies on 

dopamine substitution, deep brain stimulation, and symptom control 

[63].   

The dominantly inherited CAG trinucleotide repeat expansion 

in the huntingtin gene on chromosome 4 leads to aggregation of 

abnormally folded huntingtin protein and development of HD. The 

disease causes cognitive, motor, and psychiatric disturbances. 

Disturbed proteostasis, transcription, mitochondrial function and 

protein-induced toxicity causes neuronal dysfunction and cell death. 

There is currently no treatment for HD, only symptomatic control. 

Antisense oligonucleotide therapy is being investigated as a way to 

lower levels of the mutant huntingtin protein [65]. 

FTD occurs when the frontal and temporal lobes degenerate. 

Depending on the location of neural damage, deficits can occur in 
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behavior and/or language. Mutations in MAPT mutations, the gene for 

tau protein linked to chromosome 17, are present in 6-11 % of FTD 

cases [66]. This type of dementia occurs with abnormal collections of 

transcative response DNA-binding protein 43 (TDP-43) and tau 

hyperphosphorylation. No cure is available, but symptoms can be 

managed using selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) and 

antipsychotics [67].  

MS is an incurable disease characterized by infiltration of 

inflammatory cells, mainly lymphocytes, to the CNS through a leaky 

BBB, followed by myelin sheath destruction, axonal damage, and glial 

scar formation. Symptoms include paralysis, muscle spasms, 

neuropathic pain, and optic neuritis [68]. Neurological disability occurs 

episodically, lasting for days or weeks, and can be fully or partially 

reversible. The frequency of episodes can be reduced using 

pharmaceuticals, but neurodegeneration cannot be stopped or reversed 

[69].   

ALS involves the deterioration of lower and upper motor 

neurons, leading to muscle atrophy, weakness, fasciculation and 

spasticity. Some patients also develop dementia, usually associated 

with focal atrophy of the frontal and temporal lobes. Markers of the 

disease include neuronal loss, gliosis, and TDP-43 neuronal inclusions 

[60].   

Spinal muscular atrophy is a genetic neuromuscular disease 

occurring in infants with a loss-of function mutation in the SMN1 gene. 

An FDA approved treatment for the disease administers antisense 

oligonucleotides to correct a splicing defect and reinstate the SMN 

protein [70].  
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Despite the extraordinary scientific efforts dedicated to find a 

cure for neurodegenerative disorders, most have no disease-altering 

treatments and they remain one of the great challenges in medicine. The 

scarcity of therapeutic options is partially due to a lack in understanding 

of the basic mechanisms and causes of each disease, and limitations in 

experimental models [51]. Most of these diseases have no available 

diagnostic biomarkers, which means that clinicians rely on analysis of 

symptoms that can present late in the pathology [60]. A focus on genetic 

factors, despite the fact that the majority of cases are late onset sporadic 

forms, has also hindered progress. Considering the huge cost and 

burden of care associated with neurodegeneration, it is absolutely vital 

to develop effective treatments.  
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1.2.2 The BBB in disease 

The BBB is altered in many neurological disorders, including 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), stroke, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease, HIV encephalopathy, glioblastoma, 

bacterial meningitis, multiple sclerosis (MS), and traumatic brain 

injury, contributing to the progression of these pathologies [71].  

BBB permeability is affected by many factors. Activated 

peripheral immune cells (neutrophils, T cells, and macrophages) can 

regulate BBB properties in response to infection, disease, or injury by 

releasing reactive oxygen species (ROS) that increase vascular 

permeability. Therefore, it is possible that inflammatory disorders that 

are not CNS-based can affect the BBB. There is some evidence that the 

BBB is damaged in rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes, eclampsia, 

atherosclerosis, liver failure, and hypertension [71]. 

Neuroinflammation is a major element of many brain disorders 

and has stong connections to BBB breakdown. BBB alterations have 

been observed in MS and stroke, allowing serum proteins to enter the 

CNS and damage neurons. Oxygen and nitrogen free radicals, and 

proteases (MMPs and cyclooxygenases) can damage the basement 

membranes and degrade TJ proteins [72]. Neuroinflammatory 

cytokines such as CCL2 (also known as MCP-1) downregulate the 

expression of ZO-1, occludin, and caveolin-1 [18]. TNF-α, a 

proinflammatory cytokine, and lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a well-

known instigator of neuroinflammation, cause BBB breakdown via the 

reorganization of actin into stress fibers [73]. These two molecules are 

also involved in the induction of paracellular BBB permeability in HIV-

1 infection and Haemophilius influenza type b [74, 75]. Another 
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proinflammatory cytokine, IL-1β, induces hypoxia inducible factor-1 

and vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF-A). VEGF-A 

downregulates claudin-5 and occludin mRNA and protein expression in 

mouse models of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis, a 

common in vivo model used in the study of MS [76]. A reduction in 

transforming growth factor (TGF)-β induced by inflammation also 

causes increased BBB permeability in rodents [77]. This extensive data 

indicates a role for anti-inflammatory therapy in restoring BBB 

integrity. Glucocorticosteroid treatment in MS has been shown to 

improve BBB function in humans, and partially reverse BBB 

breakdown in vitro [78, 79]. Furthermore, the anti-inflammatory 

properties of doxycycline are associated with memory recovery in an 

animal model of AD [80]. 

Interestingly, chronic sleep restriction, a form of sleep 

deprivation, increased BBB permeability by reducing GLUT-1 and TJ 

expression. This effect was reversed upon sleep recovery for 24 h [81]. 

Restriction of REM sleep led to similar BBB breakdown [82]. These 

findings highlight the widespread biological effects associated with 

sleep disorders. 

Several clinical investigations have noted functional alterations 

of the BBB in AD, the leading cause of dementia. When compared to 

healthy controls, there is increased permeability to certain substances, 

altered β-amyloid peptide (Aβ) transport activity, and monocyte 

infiltration across the damaged BBB induced by Aβ [83]. Despite this 

reported increase in permeability, crossing the BBB remains a key 

obstacle in the pharmaceutical treatment of AD. Other changes in the 

AD BBB include overexpression of RAGE (receptor for advanced 
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glycation end-products), which transports Aβ from the blood into the 

brain [84], downregulation of LRP-1 and Pgp, which transport Aβ from 

the brain to the blood [84, 85], and overexpression of claudin-5, 

suggesting reduced paracellular BBB permeability [86]. These BBB 

modifications may affect drug performance in vivo and should be taken 

into account for the thoughtful design of targeted therapeutics and drug 

delivery devices.  

Cerebral ischemia causes activation of MMP-2, which destroys 

TJ proteins leading to BBB disruption [87]. Longer ischemic events 

lead to more severe BBB damage, and further BBB opening can occur 

up to 48 h after reperfusion [88]. 

MS is an immune-mediated disease targeting the CNS, 

characterized by extensive inflammation and myelin destruction. This 

inflammation has been linked to BBB disruption, which allows T and 

B cells to enter the CNS, exacerbating symptoms [89].  

SOD-1 mutant mice, a model of genetic ALS, display BBB 

disruption through reduced occludin, ZO-1, and claudin-5 expression 

[72]. In vivo, areas of motor neuron degeneration are associated with 

EC membrane and/or basement membrane damage [90].  

Treatments that specifically target BBB damage are limited. 

High-dose methyloprednisolone can reduce CSF levels of MMP-9, 

resulting in transient closure of the BBB in MS patients [91]. However, 

side effects prevent its widespread use in a clinical setting. The anti-

inflammatory agent minocycline can also inhibit MMPs, reduce BBB 

disruption in MS and stroke patients, and is well tolerated over time in 

small doses [92, 93]. 
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1.2.3 β-amyloid 

Amyloids are insoluble fibrous proteins with distinct structural 

characteristics, such a β-sheet-rich secondary structure [60]. β-amyloid 

(Aβ) peptide is a 4 kDa peptide derived from the proteolytic cleavage 

of the amyloid precursor protein (APP), which is encoded by a gene on 

chromosome 21. It is composed of 37-43 amino acids, 28 of which are 

located at the extracellular N-terminal of APP. The remaining amino 

acids are located in the transmembrane domain of APP and confer 

hydrophobic properties that induce peptide aggregation. The two most 

common isoforms are Aβ40 and Aβ42, both of which can collect in senile 

plaques. Though Aβ1-40 is more widespread, Aβ42 is more hydrophobic, 

giving it a higher propensity to aggregate. Therefore, Aβ42 is considered 

the primary toxic peptide in AD [94].  

APP is a widely expressed integral membrane protein, abundant 

in neuronal synapses. Its primary function is unclear, though it has been 

implicated as a regulator of synapse formation, neural plasticity and 

iron regulation. Its proteolytic cleavage occurs via the non-

amyloidogenic or amyloidogenic pathway (Fig. 7). In the non-

amyloidogenic pathway, APP is cleaved by α-secretase and γ-secretase. 

The α-secretase cleavage occurs between the Lys16 and Leu17 of the 

Aβ region without forming Aβ peptide. The cleavage forms a soluble 

N-terminal fragment (sAPPα) that is secreted extracellularly, possibly 

to play a role in neuronal plasticity and survival. The resulting C-

terminal fragment (α-CTF or C83) remains anchored to the membrane 

and is cleaved again by the γ-secretase complex. This second cleavage 

produces the APP intracellular domain (AICD) and the non-

amyloidogenic fragment p3 [95]. In the amyloidogenic pathway, APP 
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is cleaved through β-secretase (BACE) and γ-secretase. The β-secretase 

releases the ectodomain of APP as a soluble fragment (sAPPβ). sAPPβ 

does not contain the Aβ1-16 region at the carboxyl terminus and therefore 

lacks the neuroprotective properties associated with sAPPα. The 

resulting C-terminal fragment (βCTF or C99) remains associated to the 

membrane. Further γ-secretase cleavage produces AICD and Aβ 

peptide. Different γ-secretase cutting sites can produce Aβ peptides 

with different lengths, physical properties, and aggregation patterns 

[96].  

 

 

Figure 7. Processing of the amyloid precursor protein (APP) via 

amyloidogenic or non-amyloidogenic pathways [97]. 

 

Senile plaques are extracellular deposits containing dystrophic 

neurites, astroglial processes, microglia, and a dense core of insoluble 

aggregated protein fibrils, predominantly Aβ. These are the major 

biological feature of AD but are also present in a variety of 

neurodegenerative disorders, in healthy aged brains, or in the cerebral 
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arteries (cerebral amyloid angiopathy) [98]. Kinetic studies reveal a 

seeding or nucleation mechanism for Aβ peptides [99]. This means that 

the protein secondary structure changes from α-helix to β-sheet 

conformation, triggering peptide aggregation into soluble oligomers 

that act as nucleation centers for further formation of fibrils that deposit 

in the brain parenchyma. It is believed that the earliest amyloid plaques 

are diffuse, non-compact “pre-amyloid” deposits [100].  

Various forms of Aβ peptides exist, with oligomers being more 

toxic to the brain than monomers or fibrils [101]. Aβ oligomers are the 

major species responsible for the neuropathological process underlying 

AD onset and progression, and they are the best correlates of disease 

severity [102]. Aβ toxicity is largely concentrated on the synapse, 

explaining the loss of synapses in AD and inhibition of long-term 

potentiation by Aβ oligomers [103]. Aβ peptides induce microglial 

activation, reactive astrocytosis, cytokine release, neuroinflammation, 

synaptic toxicity and dysfunction in vitro and/or in rodent brains, and 

may contribute to cell death [103, 104]. Butyrylcholinesterase is 

enriched in Aβ plaques, and its targeting with cholinesterase inhibitors 

may provide symptomatic relief in AD [105].  

Several genetic and environmental factors have been associated 

with protein misfolding and aggregation, such as mutations, changes in 

metal ions, pathological chaperone proteins, pH or oxidative stress 

[106]. Many of these alterations are associated with aging, consistent 

with the late onset of neurodegenerative diseases. Elevated levels of 

Aβ1-42 have been associated with early-onset familial forms of AD 

linked to the genes for APP and presenilin (PSEN1 and PSEN2) [107]. 

APP mutations can increase β-secretase cleavage, and PSEN1 and 
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PSEN2 mutations can increase γ-secretase activity, thereby increasing 

Aβ production. 

The study of Aβ disorders is limited by the fact that spontaneous 

amyloidoses do not present in normal laboratory animals. Therefore, 

genetically engineered mouse models are essential, and are widely used 

for research. Several transgenic mouse models, including Tg2576, 

APP23, and APPswe-PS1dE9, overexpress mutant forms of APP and/or 

PS1, known to cause familial AD. AD hallmarks such as Aβ deposition, 

neuritic plaque formation, cerebral amyloid angiopathy, synaptic 

dysregulation, gliosis, and memory deficits are all present in these 

mouse models, though the tau tangles and dramatic neuronal loss seen 

in humans is absent [108, 109]. Triple transgenic models (APP, PS1, 

tau) can overexpress mutated tau. Other AD models alter expression of 

BACE1 or neprilysin, the main Aβ-degrading enzyme [110]. 
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1.2.4 Sink effect 

The amyloid cascade hypothesis proposes a key role of Aβ aggregates 

in AD [111]. According to this theory, AD is driven by increased 

production and/or decreased clearance of Aβ, and its subsequent 

aggregation in the brain. High Aβ levels lead to a series of downstream 

pathological events, including hyperphosphorylation of tau and 

neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) formation, inflammation, oxidative stress, 

excitotoxicity, loss of synaptic connections, neuritic injury, neuronal 

dysfunction, and cell death, thereby inducing the clinical symptoms of 

AD. NFT, the other histological hallmark of AD, are intracellular 

aggregates of hyperphosphorylated tau protein found in the cytoplasm 

of neurons, particularly in the pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus 

and cortex. Tau normally stabilizes the structure of microtubules in 

neurons. Pathogenic hyperphosphorylation causes it to separate from 

microtubules and aggregate into an insoluble form, with subsequent 

microtubule destruction and neuronal function impairment [112].  

This hypothesis has inspired much research targeting Aβ 

aggregates by attempting to prevent Aβ peptide or plaque formation, 

therefore mitigating neurodegeneration and its associated symptoms. 

Aβ aggregation and/or fibril formation can be prevented by multiple 

compounds, including flavonoids, clusterin, and humanin [113-116]. 

Strategies targeting Aβ production include the use of inhibitors of 

BACE and γ-secretase. However, such inhibitors have failed clinical 

trials due to their limited ability to cross the BBB, and serious side 

effects that occur due to the involvement of these enzymes in other 

signalling pathways [111]. BACE1 inhibitors have been applied to the 

periphery in an attempt to activate the sink effect, with no success [117]. 
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Splice-switching antisense oligonucleotides (SSO) have been used to 

avoid Aβ production via APP slicing, resulting in decreased Aβ levels 

in vivo [118]. Vaccination of transgenic AβPP mice can prevent and 

reduce cerebral amyloidosis by directing anti-Aβ antibodies to to the 

brain, where they bind to Aβ species and promote their degradation 

[119]. Unfortunately, clinical trials using immunization in AD patients 

produced unwanted side effects, and the lack of cognitive 

improvements was disappointing [120].  

Thus, in recent years several alternative strategies have been 

investigated. Among them, the scavenging of the Aβ peptide and/or 

avoiding its aggregation and toxicity has attracted much attention and 

provided promising results. Behind this strategy is the so-called "sink 

effect" paradigm: to induce a reduction of Aβ peptide levels in the 

peripheral circulation by creating a steady efflux of Aβ from the brain 

to the blood, diminishing Aβ plaque load in the brain [121]. By 

removing large quantities of Aβ from the peripheral circulation with 

Aβ-specific binding agents, the Aβ load will dramatically decrease in 

the brain, thereby providing an effective treatment for AD (Fig. 8). It 

must be noted that large Aβ plaques and fibrils are unable to cross the 

BBB, so sink effect action refers to the removal of Aβ oligomers from 

the brain, perhaps after disaggregation of fibrils and plaques. 
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of the “sink effect” theory. A 

decrease in Aβ load in the blood can lead to efflux of the peptide from 

the brain to the blood, followed by its clearance from the periphery. 

 

A recent study found that peritoneal dialysis in patients with 

chronic kidney disease reduces Aβ plasma levels in humans and can 

attenuate AD-associated pathology in a transgenic mouse model of AD 

[122]. These findings were correlated with a decrease in tau 

hyperphosphorylation, glial activation, neuroinflammation, neuronal 

loss, synaptic dysfunction, and cognitive deficits. Therefore, this 

method may prove useful in exploiting the sink effect theory in the 

treatment of AD.  
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1.2.5 Lipid involvement in neurodegenerative disease 

The brain consists mostly of glycerolipids, sphingolipids and 

cholesterol, located predominantly in the neuronal membranes and 

myelin sheath. They have vital roles in brain structure, cell transport, 

signaling molecules, and modulation of transmembrane proteins [123].  

Alterations in lipid homeostasis have been linked to 

neurodegeneration. Lipidomic analyses have shown altered lipid 

metabolism in the primary visual cortex of PD patients, possibly 

contributing to visual disturbances [124]. Statin use to lower circulating 

cholesterol may modestly reduce AD and PD risk [125, 126]. The 

involvement of membrane lipids in AD has been extensively studied, 

with reports that they can interact with Aβ peptide [127, 128]. 

The APOE ε4 allele, which increases the risk of developing AD 

partially by decreasing Aβ brain clearance, is also a risk factor for 

dyslipidemia, atherosclerosis, and coronary heart disease [129]. ApoE 

is the major lipoprotein in the brain, transporting cholesterol and 

associated proteins from astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (where it is 

synthesized) to neurons for cell uptake through receptor-mediated 

endocytosis [129]. The lipidation state of ApoE can affect lipid 

homeostasis and interactions with Aβ [130]. ApoE can bind and clear 

Aβ from the brain, with ApoE3 binding with higher affinity and than 

ApoE4 [131]. ApoE2 is thought to be protective against AD [132]. 

High serum cholesterol levels in midlife indicate a higher risk 

of AD [133]. Plasma apolipoproteins are associated with cholesterol, 

and their levels are altered in pre-demented patients displaying mild 

cognitive impairment [134]. Cholesterol’s exact role in AD is unclear, 

but it may bind to APP and has been shown to stimulate BACE1 
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cleavage in AD and non-demented brains [135]. Cholesterol depletion 

reduces Aβ oligomerization in hippocampal neurons [136]. 

Plasma lipoproteins transport lipids between tissues, with only 

high-density lipoprotein (HDL) being able to cross the BBB [137]. 

Peripheral HDL normally removes excess cholesterol from tissues and 

is therefore considered protective against atherosclerosis and other 

cardiovascular diseases. Associated apolipoproteins act as receptor 

ligands and enzyme cofactors [138]. ApoA-I is the main protein 

component in plasma HDL, and high circulating levels have been 

associated with improved cognition [139]. Preferential adsorption of 

apoA-I can also reduce metal chelator toxicity when crossing the BBB 

[140].  HDL levels are inversely correlated with risk of AD. Further 

data relating high levels of ApoA-I or HDL with low risk of AD, and 

vice versa, has indicated that these substances may play a role in age-

related cognitive deficits and pathology [141-144]. Indeed, HDL or its 

components may play some role in the “sink effect” but this hypothesis 

is underinvestigated. 
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1.3 NANOMEDICINE 

1.3.1 Overview 

Nanotechnology involves the use of particles or devices that measure 

in the order of billionth of meters [145]. Nanoparticles (NPs) are 

colloidal objects, normally measuring 1 - 100 nm in diameter. They 

have been widely researched as diagnostic, therapeutic, drug delivery, 

and tissue regeneration tools, in part because their surface can be easily 

manipulated and modified, and they can be loaded with drugs or 

contrast agents. NPs can be used for controlled drug release [146] and 

can be manufactured in a wide range of sizes and chemical 

compositions, facilitating the delivery of many types of drugs. 

Encapsulation can improve the solubility, pharmacokinetic, and 

pharmacodynamic profiles of compounds, enhance their stability by 

reducing their degradation in the systemic circulation, and increase their 

concentration at the diseased tissue through active targeting, thereby 

reducing toxic side effects in normal tissues. Furthermore, NPs can be 

administered by many routes, including oral, inhalation, parenteral, 

intravenous, and intraperitoneal [147].  

NPs have been proposed as intriguing tools to enhance the 

transport of drugs across biological barriers, including the BBB, 

specifically by functionalizing their surface with targeting agents.  

NP size is critical to avoid rapid clearance from the circulation. 

Renal filtration is responsible for the elimination of NPs measuring < 5 

nm. NPs larger than 200 nm are removed from the peripheral circulation 

by the reticuloendothelial system (RES), clearing them to the liver and 

spleen. The avoidance of RES clearance could lead to a prolonged half-

life in vivo. Surface functionalization of NPs with non-ionic surfactants 
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or polymeric macromolecules can increase half-life up to 24 h in 

rodents and 45 h in humans [148]. It has been demonstrated that neutral 

or negatively charged NPs have longer circulation half-lives compared 

to positively charged NPs because the latter have a higher affinity for 

serum proteins, which promote RES clearance [149]. Furthermore, 

surface functionalization can affect the extent of opsonization, 

complement activation and subsequent leukocyte uptake of NPs [150, 

151]. 

NP shape affects interactions with vessel walls, which is 

essential for endothelial receptor recognition [149]. Blood flow 

dynamic simulations demonstrate that discoidal NPs are more prone to 

adhere to the vascular wall compared to spherical NPs [152].  
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1.3.2 Types of NPs 

The great interest in researching NPs as medical devices has resulted in 

the production of a wide variety of NPs (Fig. 9). Natural or synthetic 

polymers or lipids are often used to synthesize biocompatible and 

biodegradable NPs. Liposomes, solid lipid NPs (SLN), polymeric NPs, 

and gold NPs are the most studied NPs for brain drug delivery, due to 

their common features of biocompatibility, stability, biodegradability, 

limited antigenicity and suitability for surface functionalization. 

Moreover, they can incorporate both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

drugs and controlled drug release can be achieved.  
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Figure 9. Types of NPs. The most commonly used NPs for biomedical 

applications, typically less than 100 nm in diameter [153]. 
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Liposomes are spherical vesicles containing an aqueous inner 

core enclosed by one or more phospholipid bilayers, normally 

composed of naturally occurring amphiphilic physiological 

phospholipids, such as sphingomyelin, phosphatidylcholine, 

glycerophospholipids, and cholesterol [154]. The use of physiological 

lipids can decrease bilayer permeability and increase liposome stability 

in vivo [153]. Multilamellar vesicles (MLV), measuring several 𝜇m, are 

composed of multiple concentric lipid bilayers. Large unilamellar 

vesicles (LUV) consist of a single lamella (or bilayer) and are > 100 

nm. Small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) have one bilayer and measure up 

to 100 nm [153]. Liposomes can be adapted for a specific target by 

altering the lipid composition, size and charge of the vesicle, and/or 

adding surface coatings and ligands to improve efficacy, reduce RES 

clearance, and minimize toxicity. Liposomes are extensively used as 

molecule carriers in the cosmetic, food, farming, and pharmaceutical 

industries. Thery are particularly attractive tools in biomedical 

applications due to their biocompatibility, non-immunogenicity, non-

toxicity, biodegradability and high physical stability [155].  

Liposomes composed of an equimolar sphingomyelin-

cholesterol matrix have been repeatedly applied in vivo for therapeutic 

purposes, displaying good circulation times in blood, biocompatibility, 

resistance to hydrolysis, and low ion permeability [156, 157]. 

Moreover, these bilayers can form raft-like or liquid-ordered domains 

that are representative of a native cellular membrane where Aβ 

accumulates [158]. Cholesterol in particular can strengthen the Aβ-

membrane interaction [159].  

Liposome encapsulation is used to improve pharmacokinetics 
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and protect drugs from degradation, enhancing their circulation half-

lives. Additionally, the surface of liposomes can be easily 

functionalized in order to obtain site specific targeting of the enclosed 

drug, thereby reducing peripheral side effects. Liposomes are 

amphiphilic, so hydrophilic compounds can be encapsulated in the 

aqueous core and lipophilic compounds can be dissolved in the lipid 

bilayer without alteration of the encapsulated molecules. This makes 

these NPs particularly attractive for the delivery of peptides, proteins, 

RNA, or DNA variants [155]. 

SLN are nanospheres made of lipids that are solid at 

physiological temperature, stabilized by physiologically compatible 

emulsifiers. SLN are very stable and can be produced easily on a large 

scale [160]. SLN are generally considered to have low toxicity and are 

non-toxic to N2a neuroblastoma cells when coupled with a 

neuroprotective co-drug [161].  

Polymeric NPs are nanosized carriers synthesized using natural 

or synthetic polymers. Advantages of polymer-based systems include 

the ability to control drug release, combine therapy and imaging for 

“theranostic” purposes, and drug targeting [162]. The prodrug 

approach, where a drug is covalently linked to a polymeric scaffold, can 

prove very useful in avoiding “burst release” and any subsequent 

systemic toxicity of NP-delivered drugs [163].  

Polymeric NP characteristics are affected by the preparation 

method and the composition of the organic phase used. Nanocapsules, 

consisting of a polymer shell containing an aqueous cavity, and 

nanospheres, consisting of drugs and polymers dispersed in a matrix-

like structure, can be easily formulated. Drug release is controlled by 
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altering polymer biodegradation rates or diffusion out of the polymer 

matrix. Natural polymers are popular in formulation due to their general 

biocompatibility, though they can be mildly immunogenic. Synthetic 

polymers have a chemical composition that can be controlled more 

easily, but can vary in terms of biocompatibility [164]. Polyisoprene 

has favorable properties such as good degradability and 

biocompatibility, due to its similarity to natural terpenoid, and therefore 

is a suitable candidate for NP formulation [165].  

Gold NPs are the most stable metal NPs with unique optical, 

electronic, physicochemical, and magnetic properties. Their high X-ray 

absorption coefficient, strong binding affinity to thiols, disulfides and 

amines, and the ability to easily change their synthetic properties make 

them useful tools in nanomedicine [166]. The stability and ease of use 

of gold NPs make them perfect to study NP-protein interactions in vitro.   
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1.3.3 NP-based strategies to cross the BBB 

NPs are used for many targets, often in the study of cancer, but NPs 

designed for BBB crossing require specific features. It is estimated that 

the extracellular spaces in human brain tissue have very few pores over 

200 nm and that ~25 % of all pores are ≥ 100 nm [153]. Therefore, NPs 

should be less than 200 nm in diameter to facilitate diffusion in the 

brain. The ability of NPs to overcome biological barriers, particularly 

the BBB, and their general biodistribution depends on parameters such 

as NP shape, size, composition, surface charge and functionalization 

[149, 167].  

Polymeric NPs have been extensively tested as the basis for drug 

delivery systems to the CNS, and surface modification with various 

ligands has been explored to enhance their permeability through the 

BBB [168]. PEG-PLA NPs are commonly used, and are non-toxic to 

immortalized mouse brain endothelial cells [169].  

Magnetic NPs can be focused in a specific tissue or region by 

using an externally applied magnet. Magnetite chitosan microparticles 

have been used to deliver the drug tacrine to the brain, by keeping a 

magnet at the target region upon i.v. injection in healthy rats. This 

system caused caused a five-fold increase in tacrine concentration in 

the brain when compared to the free drug [170].  

Furthermore, gold NPs have been shown to cross the BBB with 

or without functionalization [171, 172], with surface coating affecting 

cell uptake and processing [173].  

Although most brain targeting with pharmaceuticals focuses on 

crossing the BBB, this is not always necessary. Squalene nanoparticles 

loaded with adenosine were unable to cross the BBB, but still exerted 
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neuroprotective effects in an in vivo model of stroke when delivered to 

BBB ECs [174]. Therefore, promoting BBB cell targeting may be just 

as effective as BBB crossing in neurodegenerative disease treatment. 

This is most prominently seen with particles, either synthetic ones or 

physiological ones such as plasma lipoproteins, or other agents that 

promote the “sink effect” in Alzheimer’s disease, a phenomenon that is 

further discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.2.4. Several studies have 

described the development of injectable scavenging systems, such as 

liposomes or polymeric NPs, to reduce blood and therefore brain Aβ 

[121, 175, 176]. For example, liposomes bi-functionalized with 

modified apolipoprotein E (mApoE) and phosphatidic acid (PA) can 

strongly bind to Aβ (Kd = 0.6 μM), inhibit peptide aggregation, and 

trigger disaggregation of preformed Aβ aggregates [177]. Molecular 

dynamics simulation studies suggest that negatively charged PA 

phosphate groups can interact with positively charged residues on Aβ 

peptide, while the positively charged mApoE  can interact with 

negatively charged residues present on Aβ peptide at physiological pH 

[178]. This could explain the synergic activity of the two elements used 

for functionalization. In both acute and long-term treatments using in 

vivo mouse models of AD, the reduction of brain Aβ was associated 

with its increase in peripheral organs, liver and spleen. Therefore, it was 

speculated that a small proportion of mApoE-PA-LIP liposomes cross 

the BBB and destabilize or inhibit deposition of brain Aβ aggregates. 

The generated lower MW Aβ species are then able to cross the BBB 

from the brain to the blood, and can be peripherally cleared by the liver 

and spleen via the sink effect, which is mediated by the majority of the 

mApoE-PA-LIP that remain in the circulation [179]. This strategy is a 
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promising one and requires two steps: (i) crossing the BBB with even a 

small number of NPs, either synthetic ones or physiological ones such 

as plasma lipoproteins, or other Aβ destabilizing agents that can disrupt 

large toxic Aβ aggregates that are normally sequestered in the brain due 

to their inability to cross the BBB. (ii) The majority of administered 

NPs, which remain in the circulation, then promote the sink effect, 

enhancing efflux of lower smaller Aβ peptides from the brain to the 

blood, thereby decreasing Aβ load in the CNS and ameliorating AD 

symptoms. Therefore, it is important to note that BBB-crossing ability 

may not be the only necessary factor to exploit the sink effect using 

NPs.  

PEGylated NPs functionalized with an antibody directed 

towards Aβ1-42 have been shown to reduce Aβ oligomer levels in the 

brain, increase Aβ plasma levels, and reverse memory deficits in a 

transgenic model of AD, possibly through the sink effect [180]. 

Nevertheless, this strategy has strong weaknesses. The low 

systemic half-life of NPs after i.v. administration, in the region of hours, 

limits BBB crossing and the elimination capacity of amyloid and may 

require multiple injections. Furthermore, the distribution and 

elimination of NPs after binding to the Aβ peptide is often uncertain.  

It is important to note that the ability of NPs to cross the BBB 

may be different in the disease state compared to the healthy one. 

Changes in permeability and receptor expression, as detailed in Chapter 

1, section 1.2.2, may alter BBB-NP interactions positively or 

negatively, emphasizing the need to choose relevant in vitro and in vivo 

models for research. 
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1.3.4 NP functionalization to cross the BBB 

NP functionalization involves the attachment of one or more targeting 

ligands for a specific molecule, pathway, cells, or tissue, or to 

encourage the crossing of biological barriers (Fig. 10). Though NPs 

offer a promising approach to surpass the BBB, modifications are 

necessary to maximize drug delivery to the CNS. Due to the large 

surface area to volume ratio of NPs, multiple copies of ligands can be 

attached, dramatically increasing their binding affinity via multivalent 

interactions [181]. Synthetic and physiological peptides and proteins 

have extensively been used to functionalize NPs for BBB targeting, 

identified using various techniques including peptide phage display and 

computer-assisted design [182].  

 

Figure 10. Scheme of multifunctional NP for molecular imaging, 

drug delivery, and therapy [183]. 
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The most common approach to enhance NP passage from the 

peripheral circulation to the brain is to exploit existing physiological 

mechanisms of transport, for example, receptor-mediated or adsorptive-

mediated endocytosis. In this case, choosing appropriate ligands is 

essential.  

BBB crossing may be facilitated by conjugation of positively 

charged ligands to the NP surface, exploiting adsorptive-mediated 

endocytosis triggered by electrostatic interactions of the ligand with the 

negatively charged endothelial cell surface. For example, 

sphingomyelin/cholesterol-based liposomes with a high affinity for Aβ 

have been functionalized with a modified cell-penetrating trans-

activating transcriptor (TAT)-peptide to enhance BBB passage. The 

functionalization led to an increase in endothelial permeability across a 

hCMEC/D3 cell-based BBB model [184]. TAT-conjugated NPs have 

also been used to efficiently deliver ritonavir to the CNS [185].  

NPs composed of or coated with chitosan, a biocompatible and 

biodegradable polymer that enhances positive charge density on the NP 

surface at physiological pH, may increase BBB passage [186]. Surface-

adsorbed chitosan promotes the transcytosis of PLGA NPs 

functionalized with an anti-Aβ Abs (IgG4.1) across the BBB in a 

polarized canine kidney cell monolayer [187]. In mice, brain uptake of 

an Aβ fragment is higher when it is loaded on chitosan NPs [188]. 

Although chitosan is a generally considered non-toxic and 

biocompatible, various forms can differ in size and degree of 

deacetylation. Therefore, specific biocompatibility studies are essential 

when using this material.  

Different coupling reactions have been used to link peptides or 
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antibodies (Abs) to NPs, in an attempt to bind specific receptors on 

BBB cell surfaces. These ligands can be linked via covalent bond 

between a free thiol (either already present or generated by thiolation 

on its primary amines) and a maleimide group present on the NP surface 

[189]. Maleimide is known to easily react with free cysteines on 

proteins and is often added to NP surfaces specifically for protein 

functionalization [190]. For gold NPs, the thiol group may form a stable 

S-Au bond with the NP core [191]. Immunoliposomes can be prepared 

by activating free carboxyl groups on the NP surface with 

ethylcarbodiimide and N-hydroxysuccinimide, and covalently 

conjugating Abs through displacement of N-hydroxysuccinimide 

groups by antibody amines [192].  

NP functionalization using non-covalent binding is also widely 

implemented by taking advantage of the high affinity between biotin 

and streptavidin [193]. It has been extensively shown that a wide array 

of proteins are easily adsorbed via strong electrostatic interactions with 

the surface of NPs [194]. However, there are several advantages of 

choosing covalent binding over the simple adsorption of proteins on the 

surface of NPs, including improved selectivity of protein binding and 

higher binding capacity. Furthermore, as covalent bonds are stronger 

than electrostatic forces this may possibly prevent the displacement of 

functionalized proteins by serum proteins upon in vivo administration, 

or their removal in the purification process [195]. RI7217, an anti-TfR 

Ab, covalently bound to liposomes is more effective than 

biotin/streptavidin ligation in traversing a human BBB cellular model 

[39].  It has been shown that continuous protein layers form on polymer 

films for both adsorbed and covalently bound proteins [195]. However, 
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it is not unusual that there is slightly less protein bound in the presence 

of maleimide, as the arrangement of proteins on the NP surface will 

differ depending on the location of binding and orientation of the 

proteins on the NP surface. Moreover, covalent binding gives a fixed 

position to the bound protein, making the attachment of subsequent 

proteins more difficult due to steric hindrance, whereas the layer formed 

by absorbed proteins is likely more fluid.  

NPs increase in size upon protein functionalization in vitro and 

physiological protein binding in vivo, which can affect their biological 

processing [196]. Some non—biological substrates can denature 

physiological proteins, which may affect the biological activity of the 

protein or affect its binding capabilities [195]. The packing and 

orientation of some proteins on substrates is highly dependent on the 

substrate surface characteristics [197]. It has been theorized that 

flexible surfaces may facilitate better maintenance of protein structure 

[198]. Indeed, the use of proteins for NP functionalization may be 

limited by competition with endogenous proteins, which may restrict 

the amount of protein-functionalized NPs that traverse the BBB by 

receptor-mediated pathways.  

Functionalization can be carried out using ligands that trigger 

receptor-mediated endocytosis, particularly through transferrin 

receptor (TfR), lactoferrin receptor (LacR), and low-density lipoprotein 

receptor (LDLr) [199]. Unfortunately, these three receptors are not 

specific to the BBB, meaning that targeted NPs to these receptors could 

be taken up by other organs before reaching the brain.  

Ligands for TfR include peptides selected from the phage 

display technique [200] and anti-TfR Abs [39, 201]. Poly(ethylene 
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glycol)-poly(lactic acid) block copolymer (PEG-PLA) NPs have been 

functionalized with a phage display-derived peptide 

(CGHKAKGPRK), named B6, demonstrating high affinity for TfR. 

Functionalization enhanced NP brain accumulation in vivo in BALB/c 

nude mice [200]. Transferrin antibody chimeras have been used in in 

vivo models of Parkinson’s disease, AD, and stroke to enhance brain 

accumulation of therapeutic proteins [202]. 

Lactoferrin is the endogenous ligand for LacR and has been used 

to increase brain delivery of PEG-polylactide-co-glycolide (PEG-

PLGA) polymersomes in mice [203]. 

LDLr is present on the capillary endothelial cells of several 

species, and its expression is upregulated in the BBB compared to other 

endothelia [204]. Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) is a physiological ligand for 

LDLr. Liposome functionalization with the monomeric fragment 141–

150 of human ApoE peptide, named mApoE, modified with the 

attachment of the CWG sequence CWG-LRKLRKRLLR, enhanced in 

vitro BBB permeability and in vivo brain delivery in healthy mice via 

transcytosis, bypassing lysosomal degradation [177, 189]. Thiol-

maleimide covalent coupling was used to functionalize NPs [39]. 

Multifunctionalization of LUV liposomes with ligands targeting both 

TfR and LDLr has been used to enhance brain targeting for AD 

treatment [205]. 

A particularly strong advantage of using NPs for biomedical 

purposes is the ability for multi-functionalization. An example of this 

involves the use of phosphatidic acid (PA), which can bind Aβ binding 

and the above described mApoE to cross the BBB. Bi-functionalized 

liposomes (mApoE-PA-LIP) increased BBB passage in vitro five-fold 
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compared to PA-LIP, showed higher brain accumulation in vivo [177], 

and efficient hCMEC/D3 cell targeting. However, there is decreased 

uptake of mApoE-PA-LIP and other synthetic peptides mimetic of 

human ApoE, in the presence of free mApoE peptide. This suggests that 

a saturable receptor-mediated pathway is involved, highlighting the 

complexities of using physiologically derived NP ligands.  

Functionalization must be tailored to the specific administration 

route intended. Several compounds, such as cyclodextrins, 

phosphatidylcholines, and fusidic acid derivatives, have been 

investigated as nasal absorption enhancers [206]. Albumin NPs 

carrying cyclodextrin and tacrine show good adhesion to the nasal 

mucosa in vitro but had lower drug permeation than free tacrine in ex 

vivo permeation studies across sheep nasal mucosa [207]. Similarly, 

PEG-PLGA NPs entrapping fibroblast growth factor for AD treatment 

have been decorated with Solanum tuberosum lectin, which selectively 

binds to N-acetylglucosamine on the nasal epithelial membrane. The 

brain content of growth factor increased almost two-fold following 

intranasal administration of targeted NPs compared with i.v. 

administration of the same dose of free drug. Moreover, spatial learning 

and memory of AD rats were improved [208]. 
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1.3.5 Identifying targeting ligands for NP functionalization 

Phage display is a rapid high-throughput screening method for protein 

or peptide interactions (Fig. 11). The concept utilizes genetically 

engineered libraries of filamentous bacteriophages, for example M13, 

containing surface protein genes expressing a specific peptide (or 

polypeptide) on its surface, with each library carrying a huge variety of 

peptides. The biopanning process involves administering phages 

intravenously in vivo or incubating them with a specific cell type or 

other target in vitro. After isolating the target tissue of interest in vivo 

or washing the free phage away from the in vitro setting, the attached 

phages are eluted. This leaves an enriched pool of phages, which 

theoretically express peptides that are target-specific. The isolated 

phage is amplified using bacteria and the process is repeated, usually 

three times, to isolate a highly specific phage library. The genetic 

material in the bacteriophage is sequenced and the linked peptides can 

be synthesized for further validation in experimental models. These 

peptides are frequently used as ligands for NPs to improve targeting 

[209]. The physical link between the genetic material inside the phage 

and its corresponding displayed peptide provides comprehensive 

knowledge about the specific peptide chosen. This promising 

technique, the discoverers of which were awarded the Nobel Prize for 

chemistry in 2018, may hold the key to finding NP ligands that can 

target the BBB. 
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Figure 11. Scheme displaying phage-display process in vitro [210].  

 

        Targeting agents for A have been identified with phage display 

technology, facilitating the delivery of neuroprotective agents, 

amyloid-destroying agents, or molecules that prevent plaque formation. 

They may also be used as diagnostic agents, elucidating the extent of 

plaque formation in AD patients. Two 20-mer peptides were 

synthesized following phage display discovery, and were shown to 

specifically bind to A1-40 [211]. A similar study discovered two 

peptides that were able to inhibit amyloid fiber formation in brain 

sections from an APP/PS1 transgenic mouse model of AD as measured 

by the thioflavin T aggregation assay [212]. These peptides were non-

toxic to neurons and able to cross the BBB when attached to an MRI 

contrast agent, indicating their potential successful use as a NP ligand 

to target AD pathology.  
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       Phage display can be exploited for diagnostic purposes, in order to 

track changes in the AD brain. In vivo phage display was used to 

identify molecular markers of cerebrovascular changes in mouse 

models of AD [213]. A 9-mer cyclic peptide was shown to accumulate 

in the hippocampus of hAPP-J20 mice at different ages. Upon i.v. 

administration in AD mouse models, the peptide gathers in 

neurovascular endothelial cells and reactive astrocytes. Its specific 

target is connective tissue growth factor, a matricellular protein that is 

highly expressed in the AD brain. Therefore, the peptide may be useful 

as a theranostic tool, potentially delivering drugs and/or imaging agents 

to sites of vascular change within the AD brain, or indeed any 

neuroinflammatory disorder.  

Immunostaining studies have also been used to identify Aβ 

ligands that could be incorporated into NPs. Phosphatidic acid (PA), an 

anionic phospholipid, was identified via this method. Molecular 

dynamics simulations showed that negatively charged phospholipids 

facilitate the liposome-Aβ interactions, as the peptide is positively 

charged. However, Aβ also contains negatively charged amino acids, 

meaning that small amounts of these lipids in the bilayer can decrease 

mutual repulsion [178]. PA was integrated into a liposome bilayer and 

displayed high affinity for Aβ in all its aggregation forms, including 

oligomers and fibrils. The high binding affinity was likely due to 

multivalent interactions, which also resulted in an extremely low 

dissociation rate constant [214].  
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1.3.6 Protein corona 

NP half-life in the circulation is strongly affected by the adsorption of 

serum proteins on their surface, forming the “protein corona”. The 

protein corona is a continuous layer of proteins that rapidly adheres to 

the NP surface upon biological administration, normally in the blood, 

and consists of two parts. The inner “hard” corona consists of proteins 

directly adhered to the NP surface and is relatively stable. An outer 

“soft” corona consists of protein-protein interactions, whereby a second 

layer of proteins forms around the hard corona. This layer is more 

dynamic and loosely bound (Fig. 12). The protein corona is the true 

interface with which NPs interact with biological systems, and its 

quantitative and qualitative composition changes over time [215]. 

 

 

Figure 12. Protein corona on NPs. The protein corona consists of an 

inner stable hard corona, and outer dynamic soft corona. 
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The protein corona, and in particular the binding of opsonins 

(IgG, complement components and fibrinogen) to NPs causes their 

clearance to the liver and spleen by RES, thereby reducing their half-

lives in the bloodstream. The corona can also affect the bioavailability, 

biodistribution, BBB permeability, cell uptake, targeting capacity, size, 

surface charge, and toxicity of NPs [216]. Controlling corona formation 

could help reduce some of these negative effects. 

The corona composition itself depends on many factors, 

including the route of administration in vivo, temperature, pH, shear 

stress, time of exposure, serum concentration in vitro, and the 

physicochemical properties of the NPs [149, 153]. Plasma protein 

changes linked to specific disease or lifestyle patterns has been shown 

to affect the protein corona composition, indicating a role for 

personalized protein coronas in research for biomedical application 

[217]. The corona is unique to each type of NP. The most abundant 

proteins in the serum or biological medium will bind to the NP surface 

first, and will then be replaced by proteins with a higher affinity for the 

NP, a concept known as the Vroman effect [215]. Therefore, the 

composition and quantity of proteins bound to NPs is not always 

representative of the protein composition of the serum. Furthermore, 

attachment to NPs can lead to alterations in protein conformation, 

possibly affecting their function or ability to be recognized by 

endogenous receptors [218]. 

The protein corona has been shown to affect NP crossing of the 

BBB in several ways. The attachment of biological proteins to the NP 

surface can hide surface ligands used for functionalization and therefore 

inhibit effective targeting. Protein aggregation can also inhibit targeting 
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and cause detrimental side effects in the bloodstream. Furthermore, the 

binding of complement components in the protein corona can cause 

complement activation and influence coagulation [219]. 

PEGylation is the most common method to avoid rapid NP 

clearance due to corona formation. This involves coating the NP surface 

with polyethylene glycol (PEG), a hydrophilic surfactant that forms a 

tight association with water molecules, reducing opsonization and 

therefore strongly extending their circulation time [149]. NP coating 

with leukocyte or erythrocyte-derived cell membranes can also increase 

NP half-life in the circulation [149, 220, 221]. Similar work has been 

carried out using platelet membranes to coat NPs, though its efficacy in 

avoiding immune system activation is debatable [222]. 

Manipulation of the protein corona or selective binding of 

specific physiological proteins to NPs in the bloodstream can improve 

targeting. For example, NPs coated with polysorbate 80 selectively 

adsorb apolipoproteins, including apolipoprotein E, from the blood, 

subsequently facilitating their uptake by brain capillary endothelial 

cells by receptor-mediated endocytosis [223] or by peripheral tissues 

such as the liver. 
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1.3.7 Neurotoxicity of NPs 

Though brain targeting is essential for the treatment of 

neurodegenerative diseases, the brain is one of the most delicate organs 

in the body, requiring the maintenance of strict parameters for normal 

neurological function. The exposure of the brain to nanomaterials raises 

concerns about potential neurotoxicity.  

 There are a limited number of clinical studies measuring toxicity 

of NPs. Considering the ease with which certain NPs can enter cells and 

come into contact with the cytoplasm and subcellular organelles, the 

neurotoxic and immunogenic effects of these NPs must be thoroughly 

investigated. In particular, NPs have been shown to induce 

inflammation, oxidative stress, DNA damage, cardiovascular toxicity 

and coagulation, a particularly potent problem when NPs are not 

targeted to specific cells or organs [224]. It is well established that the 

size, shape, composition, reactivity, and surface properties can have 

major effects on NP biocompatibility [225, 226].  For example, smaller 

sized NPs exhibit higher toxic effects due to increased surface area 

[227], and NPs composed of one chemical are less toxic than those 

containing multiple chemicals [228].  

NPs that are not biodegradable, for example gold NPs, or cannot 

be cleared effectively from the CNS pose a particularly high risk, as 

their accumulation in the brain with prolonged treatment may cause 

increased toxicity [169]. Some metal-based NPs [229, 230] and 

mesoporous silica NPs [231] are toxic to neuronal cells due to high 

bioaccumulation, and can even contribute to Aβ fibrillation mediated 

AD progression. Cationic amine group dendrimers can cause severe 

damage to lipid-rich cell membranes [232, 233]. Chronic exposure to 
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aluminium and iron NPs has been linked to AD [234], and manganese 

NPs cause psychiatric and motor disturbances [235]. 

Many NPs have been widely studied and are now considered 

generally safe for in vivo use, often because they are formed from 

biological materials and are easily degraded in the body. Different gold 

NPs have no short-term toxicity in mouse models [236], no effect on 

BBB integrity in Sprague-Dawley rats [237], and do not affect cell 

viability in vitro when tested on murine microglial cells and human 

neuroblastoma cells [238]. However, the surface coating or ligands can 

affect the adsorption of ions and biomolecules and therefore influence 

biological processes and induce toxicity of otherwise safe NPs [239, 

240].  For example, 11 organic surface coating agents that are 

commonly used were tested on multiple cell lines, and six of them were 

found to be cytotoxic [241]. Cationic albumin has been successfully 

used to functionalize NPs and enhance their passage through the BBB 

[242, 243]. However, i.v. injection of cationic proteins in large 

quantities causes an increase in vascular permeability and the 

destruction of BBB permeability [26].  

Conversely, a coating can block the action of some neurotoxic 

NPs. For example, quantum dots are often synthesized using toxic 

semiconductor materials such as cadmium selenide or cadmium sulfate. 

Such NPs have been coated in polymers, including phospholipids, to 

successfully reduce their toxicity in vivo [244]. 

NPs can reduce the peripheral toxicity of drugs, focusing their 

action on the specific disease site, for example Aβ plaques in the AD 

brain. Rivastigmine is a promising drug for the treatment of AD, 

reversibly inhibiting butrylcholinestrase and acetylcholinesterase. 
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However, its hydrophilicity means it has low bioavailability and low 

penetration to the brain. Targeted delivery of the drug has been 

successful using PLGA NPs, and PBCA-80 NPs, reducing peripheral 

toxicity and improving brain delivery [245]. NPs may actually decrease 

the toxicity of their attached or incorporated drugs. For example, it has 

been extensively demonstrated that zinc, copper, and iron are enriched 

in A plaques, leading to the use of metal chelators as inhibitors of A 

aggregation. However, metal chelators are neurotoxic and their passage 

is severely limited by the BBB. When iron chelators targeting Aβ are 

conjugated to NPs to cross the BBB, their toxicity decreases, possibly 

by decreasing the lipophilicity of the chelators, and they can enter the 

CNS and inhibit A aggregation [246, 247]. 

Considering that one of the major advantages of nanomedicine 

is the possibility of multifunctionalization, the attachment of 

neuroprotective ligands to NPs could combat any potential 

neurotoxicity. CL protects SK-N-MC cells from neurotoxicity, and has 

been successfully attached to liposomes to rescue apoptotic neurons in 

AD [248]. 

As most NPs are unable to cross the BBB, or only cross in very 

small quantities, the interactions between the brain and NPs can be 

difficult to determine. NPs or their ligands can trigger inflammation and 

induce oxidative stress through ROS production [249]. ROS toxicity 

may be more dramatic in the CNS due to the high content of unsaturated 

fatty acids, which are particularly susceptible to peroxidation [250]. In 

particular, Ag-25 NPs cause oxidative DNA damage in the brain 

through ROS production [251]. Manganese oxide and anionic magnetic 

NPs decrease PC-12 neuronal cell viability in vitro, depleting dopamine 
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levels and increasing ROS production [252, 253]. Similar effects are 

found when immortalized mouse microglial cells (BV2) are exposed to 

NPs [254]. NPs can disrupt gene expression in the dopamine system, 

disturb the cell cycle, and induce apoptosis and the p53 mediated 

signalling pathway [255]. Considering that there is some degree of 

neuroinflammation in most neurodegenerative diseases, further pro-

inflammatory responses induced by NPs may actually worsen the 

conditions. In vitro research has shown that microglial cells can 

internalize gold NPs with different coatings (cetyl trimethylammonium 

bromide or PEG) and shapes (urchin, spherical, rod) without inducing 

cytotoxicity, though in vivo administration caused transient activation 

of microglia [256], highlighting the need for more sophisticated cell 

models. Microglial activation occurs in many neurogenerative 

disorders, including AD, and leads to the production of neurotoxic 

compounds such as superoxide radicals, nitric oxide, and glutamate 

[257]. Therefore, further activation of these cells must be avoided when 

designing brain-targeting NPs.  

A major aspect of neurotoxicity is complement system (CS) 

activation, and is affected by a variety of factors, including the surface 

oxidation state of administered materials [258]. Glial cells and neurons 

can release complement components in healthy brains, as well as during 

infection or following injury. In AD, senile plaques have been shown 

to activate the CS, upregulating classical pathway components in the 

cortex [259]. Further CS activation by NPs could be detrimental to brain 

health. Liposomes may activate CS through naturally occurring 

antibodies targeting phospholipid head groups, cholesterol binding, or 

anionic phospholipid interaction with C1q, which is positively charged 
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[260, 261]. Liposomes measuring more than 200 nm are particularly 

strong CS activators when compared to smaller liposomes of identical 

composition [262]. It has been shown that subtle physicochemical 

differences between four different FDA-approved drug-loaded 

liposomes and liposomes batches, specifically in terms of particle 

numbers and vesicular population aspect ratios, can alter the 

complement response [263]. However, these studies concern 

complement activation in the blood, highlighting how vital it is to carry 

out studies specific to the CNS. Though NPs often activate the CS after 

i.v. administration, this affect can be attenuated by using 

functionalization or stabilizing molecules such as citrem [264]. 

Another potential neurotoxic effect of NPs is the breakdown of 

the BBB. Some NPs, including Cu and Ag NPs, can damage the brain 

vasculature and increase BBB permeability, potentially allowing toxic 

substances or microorganisms into the CNS [265]. Liposomes that were 

bi-functionalized with transferrin and cereport, and then used to 

encapsulate NFG, increased BBB permeability by increasing the width 

of intercellular TJs and opening endothelial pores [266]. Though this 

BBB alteration allowed NPs and attached drugs to enter the brain in 

larger quantities, it also opens the possibility of pathogens entering the 

brain and causing severe side effects, particularly if the increase in 

permeability is not transient.  

A major problem with NP toxicity studies is that most are 

carried out in vitro using relatively simple cell models and techniques, 

such as MTT (measuring mitochondrial function) or LDH (measuring 

cell membrane integrity) assays. These studies do not necessarily 

translate to the in vivo situation. There is an urgent need for in vivo 
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neurotoxicity analysis, as in vitro models are extremely limited in their 

complexity and translation potential. Some promising NPs, including 

quantum dots and carbon nanotubes, were abandoned because they 

induced toxicity in vivo despite no indications of toxicity in vitro [254]. 

Even in vivo models have their disadvantages, as mouse models do not 

perfectly mimic the disease state in humans [267]. Most toxicity studies 

are carried out in healthy rats and mice, or transgenic mouse models, 

with rare examples of NP testing in Cynomolgus monkeys [268]. It is 

clearly essential to analyze the potential risk of neurotoxicity when 

designing NPs to target the CNS, including any materials used for 

functionalization, and evaluate if the therapeutic benefit outweighs any 

side effects on the brain. Neurotoxicology and biodistribution studies 

must use appropriate cell and animal models that have 

neurodegenerated brains with any associated changes in the BBB, 

specific to the disease being studied.   

A new approach for the toxicity screening of NPs involves using 

Xenopus embryo analysis, which correlates with cell based in vitro 

assays, in order to carry out rapid screening. Such tests should be 

combined with mammalian cytotoxicity data for a more thorough 

approach to toxicity evaluation [269]. 

 Currently there is no standard technique to definitively quantify 

the toxicity of NPs in the brain. It is vital that comprehensive toxicity 

studies include pharmacokinetic studies, biodistribution, and both acute 

and chronic toxicological testing of all NPs, considering the unique and 

varying characteristics of different formulations and their ligands. 

Formulating NPs using organic and degradable materials could 

minimize potential toxicity. Furthermore, specificity in their delivery, 
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in terms of targeting the CNS and specific regions or cells of the brain 

will limit unwanted side effects.   
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1.4 SCOPE OF THE THESIS 

Overcoming the BBB remains one of the major requirements in 

pharmaceutical development for neurological disorders. NPs may be a 

viable tool to approach this problem, but their complex biological 

interactions, particularly with the BBB, are still unclear. The 

identification of appropriate and effective ligands targeting the BBB is 

also a challenge in NP design. 

My contribution in this research field has been the identification 

of new ligands to target and cross the BBB addressing the unanswered 

question of how to optimize NP passage across the BBB. Two different 

approaches were used to address this research question. The first 

involved proteomic analysis of the protein corona formed on gold NPs 

surface in order to analyze the changes in its composition during the 

passage across the in vitro BBB, with the final aim to identify 

physiological plasma proteins that could be exploited to boost passage 

of NPs through the BBB (Chapter 2: Cox et al, 2018, ACS Nano). Here 

I address the question of what happens to the NP protein corona 

following passage through an in vitro model of the BBB and if any 

identified changes could offer useful insight into effective 

functionalization of BBB-targeting NPs. Gold NPs were used due to 

their ease of use and manipulation in terms of corona formation and 

isolation, and also because they are able to cross the in vitro BBB even 

in the absence of functionalization. A transwell model of the BBB was 

established using immortalized cerebral microvascular endothelial cells 

(hCMEC/D3) as it is relatively simple to produce and characterize and 

produces the tight junctions that are responsible for preventing the 

paracellular passage of most NPs through the BBB. The second 
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approach was to study the ability of physiological NPs present in human 

plasma, i.e. high-density lipoproteins (HDL), to cross the BBB. The 

crucial features of HDL that contribute to its BBB crossing were 

identified so that they can then be used to generate biomimetic NPs with 

the ability to overcome the BBB (Chapter 3: Dal Magro et al, 

submitted). 

However, as already discussed, the fact that the BBB is altered 

in pathological conditions is often overlooked. The question of how NP 

crossing of the BBB is affected by pathological changes was the final 

research topic addressed. I focused my attention on analyzing the ability 

of brain targeting NPs to cross the BBB in a diseased or aged state, in 

comparison to healthy conditions (Chapter 4: Dal Magro et al, 2018, 

Nanomedicine (Lond)). Well-characterized liposomes were used as 

their ability to target the brain has previously been published. In vivo 

models of Alzheimer’s disease were used as this is one of the most 

impactful neurodegenerative diseases that currently has no effective 

treatment, partially due to the inability of therapeutics to penetrate the 

BBB. The information derived from this research could be useful in 

identifying new BBB ligands with targets that are differentially 

expressed in normal versus diseased conditions. 
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Evolution of Nanoparticle Protein Corona Across the Blood-Brain 

Barrier 

Alysia Cox, Patrizia Andreozzi, Roberta Dal Magro, Fabio Fiordaliso, 
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Raimondo, Fulvio Magni, Maria Tringali, Silke Krol, Paulo Jacob 

Silva, Francesco Stellacci, Massimo Masserini, Francesca Re 
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Highlights 

For the first time, changes in the quantitative and qualitative 

composition of the protein corona are examined after passage through 

the BBB in vitro, using gold NPs that can traverse the BBB even in the 

absence of functionalization. There is ample information about the 

protein corona composition on different nanomaterials under different 

conditions, but how and if the corona changes upon BBB crossing has 

never been investigated. This exploration is vital in order to efficiently 

target the BBB using NPs. Furthermore, the brain-permeant corona may 

indicate specific proteins that could be used for NP functionalization 

and BBB targeting.  
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2.1 ABSTRACT 

Engineered nanoparticles offer the chance to improve drug transport 

and delivery through biological barriers, exploiting the possibility to 

leave the blood circulation and traverse the endothelial vascular bed, 

blood-brain barrier (BBB) included, to reach their target. It is known 

that nanoparticles gather molecules on their surface upon contact with 

biological fluids, forming the “protein corona”, which can affect their 

fate and therapeutic/diagnostic performance, yet no information on its 

evolution across the barrier has been gathered so far. Using a cellular 

model of the BBB and gold nanoparticles, we show that the 

composition of the corona undergoes dramatic quantitative and 

qualitative molecular modifications during passage from the “blood” to 

the “brain” side, while it is stable once beyond the BBB. Thus, we 

demonstrate that the nanoparticle corona dynamically and drastically 

evolves upon crossing the BBB, and that its initial composition is not 

predictive of nanoparticle fate and performance once beyond the barrier 

at the target organ.  
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2.2 INTRODUCTION 

The use of nanoparticles (NP) is an interesting approach to overcome 

the problem of delivering therapeutic and/or diagnostic molecules 

through the blood-brain barrier (BBB) to the brain, particularly due to 

the possibility of multi-functionalization.1-5 However, when NP 

designed for medical purposes enter into contact with biological fluids, 

a series of interactions leads to the assembly of biomolecules gathered 

from the biological environment onto their surface, named the 

“corona”. This biomolecular coating confers a biological identity to NP, 

determining how they are recognized by and interact with cells, and 

likely defines their biological fate, including their biodistribution, cell 

internalization, intracellular trafficking and subsequent cellular 

processing.6, 7  

A major challenge and disadvantage with NP-based therapeutic 

design is rapid phagocytosis and reticuloendothelial (RES)-based 

clearance which limits NP bioavailability. Thus, the study of protein 

corona in context with bio-physicochemical features of nanoparticulate 

systems for drug delivery may allow for its fine-tuning to disguise 

biomolecular recognition of NP by immune cells and prevent 

phagocytosis.8-10  

NP designed to treat neurological, psychiatric, and 

neurodegenerative disorders must traverse the BBB, which allows the 

passage of essential nutrients for the brain while also protecting the 

most delicate cells of the body from harmful substances and invading 

micro-organisms from the bloodstream.11, 12 While it is likely that the 

corona governs the interaction of NP with the barrier, whether and how 

the corona changes after crossing the BBB, what of the original corona 
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is retained or lost, and what is collected during the passage is unknown. 

The importance of this issue is clear: the corona composition beyond 

the barrier should be taken into account in order to design more efficient 

therapeutic and/or diagnostic devices. Additionally, since the BBB 

limits the transport of macromolecules from the blood,13 the possible 

arrival of otherwise non-permeant proteins with the corona from the 

blood may affect, either positively or negatively, the metabolism of the 

central nervous system.  

Within this frame, the present research aims to study the protein 

corona evolution across an in vitro BBB cellular transwell model14 

using gold NP coated with 11-mercapto-1-undecanesulfonate (MUS) 

(All MUS NP), whose synthesis and characterization has been 

previously reported,15-17 as an investigative tool. 
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2.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Chemical reagents and FITC-dextran 40kDa were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy. [14C]-sucrose and [3H]-propranolol were 

purchased from PerkinElmer. Media and supplements for cell culture 

and rat type I collagen were from Invitrogen Srl, Milan, Italy. EBM-2 

medium was purchased from Lonza, Basel, Switzerland. The 

hCMEC/D3 cell line was obtained under license from Institut National 

de la Santé et de la Recherché Medicale (INSERM, Paris, France). 

Polystyrene transwell 12-well plates (0.4 µm sized pores, 1.12 cm2 

inserts) were from Euroclone. Mouse anti-ZO-1, AlexaFluor 488 goat 

anti-mouse and ProLog Gold antifade reagent were purchased from 

ThermoFisher Scientific. Mouse anti--catenin was from BD 

Biosciences. NuPAGE LDS sample buffer, reducing agent, MOPS SDS 

running buffer and NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris Mini Gels (10 and 15 

wells) for SDS-PAGE were purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific.  

 

All MUS NP preparation and cell biocompatibility 

1.2 mmol of gold salt (HAuCl4) were dissolved in 200 ml of ethanol, 

and 1.2 mmol of the hydrophilic 11-mercapto-1-undecanesulfonate 

(MUS) thiol ligand was added while stirring the reaction solution. MUS 

was synthesized as described previously15. A saturated ethanol solution 

of sodium borohydride (NaBH4) was added drop-wise over 2 h. The 

solution was stirred for 3 h and the reaction flask was then placed in a 

refrigerator overnight. The product was washed 3-5 times by 

suspending and centrifuging (5,500 rpm) it in methanol, ethanol and 

then acetone. Finally, the product was washed 5 times with DI-water 
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using Amicon® Ultra-15 centrifugal filter devices (10k NMWL). All 

solvents were reagent grade and purged with nitrogen gas for more than 

30 min prior to the reaction. NP were suspended in MilliQ water and 

stored at RT. Before use, they were sonicated for 10 min at RT and 

sterile filtered (0.22 µm). A Zeta Nanosizer unit, Malvern NZ (Malvern, 

UK) was used to perform dynamic light scattering and zeta potential 

measurements, with laser set at 633 nm wavelength, operating in back 

scattering mode (BSM) at an angle of 173°. Measurements were run for 

a minimum of 5 min (5 measurements per sample, 15 runs, 5 sec each) 

at 25°C in water. TEM images were taken using a Philips/FEI CM12 

operating at 120 kV and analyzed with ImageJ software. 

To test All MUS NP biocompatibility with immortalized human 

cerebral microvascular endothelial (hCMEC/D3) cells, cells were 

grown for 2 days in collagenated 96-well plates (1 x 104 cells/well) and 

then treated with All MUS NP suspended in hCMEC/D3 cell medium 

for 3 h at 37°C at concentrations up to 0.2 mg/ml. LDH assays were 

carried out as described previously.43 Five replicates were used for each 

condition. 

 

In vitro cellular model of the blood-brain barrier 

hCMEC/D3 cells were seeded between passages 25 and 35 at a 

concentration of 7 x 104 cells per well on the apical side of transwell 

inserts treated with 4 µg/cm2 rat tail collagen type I, that separate the 

apical (representative of the blood) side from the basolateral 

(representative of the brain) side. EBM-2 medium supplemented with 

5% fetal bovine serum, 1.4 µM hydrocortisone, 1% penicillin-

streptomycin, 10 mM HEPES, 1 ng/ml basic FGF, 5 µg/ml ascorbic 
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acid, and 1/100 lipid concentrate was changed every 2 - 3 days. The 

apical and basolateral compartments contained 0.5 and 1 ml of medium 

respectively. Cells were maintained at 37°C, 5% CO2, and saturated 

humidity.  

Monolayer formation (approximately 14 days after seeding) was 

monitored by microscopy, and the trans-endothelial electrical resistance 

(TEER) was measured every day using an STX2 electrode Epithelial 

Volt-Ohm meter (World Precision Instruments, Florida). Formation of 

tight junctions was assessed by tracking the passage of radioactively 

labelled transcellular ([3H]-propranolol) and paracellular ([14C]-

sucrose) probes from the apical to the basolateral compartment. 0.5 µCi 

of each probe was added to the apical compartment for 120 min. Every 

30 min, 60 µl was taken from the basolateral compartment and replaced 

with fresh medium. The probes present in both compartments were 

quantified by liquid scintillation counting and endothelial permeability 

(EP) calculated as previously described.44 The transwell system was 

used for experiments when TEER reached the maximum value and tight 

junction formation was assessed by confocal microscopy, which 

occurred around day 14 in vitro. 

Paracellular tight (ZO-1) and adherens (β-catenin) junctions 

were detected by immunofluorescence labelling followed by confocal 

microscopy, performed directly on the cell monolayer attached to the 

transwell membrane. Cells were grown to confluence on transwell 

inserts for 14 days. The inserts were then mounted on glass slides, and 

cells were fixed for 20 min with 10% formalin solution. To stain the 

cells for β-catenin, permeabilization and blocking were performed with 

3% BSA and 0.5% Triton for 1 h at RT, followed by incubation with 
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the primary antibody mouse anti-β-catenin (1:300) in 1% BSA 

overnight at 4°C. ZO-1 staining was performed after cell 

permeabilization and blocking with 10% normal goat serum (NGS) and 

0.1% Triton for 30 min at RT. Mouse anti-ZO-1 (1:50) in 1% NGS and 

0.1% BSA was incubated overnight at 4°C. Subsequently, cells were 

washed with PBS and incubated with the secondary antibody Alexa 

Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse (1:200) in BSA 0.1% for 1 h at RT. After 

washing with PBS, nuclei were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole (DAPI) in PBS (1:5,000) for 10 min at RT. Finally, the 

transwell membranes were cut out of the insert, mounted on glass slides 

using ProLong Antifade Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 

incubated with mouse anti-ZO-1 (1:50 in 0.1% BSA) or mouse anti--

catenin (1:300 in 1% BSA) antibodies overnight at 4 °C. Confocal laser 

scanning microscopy images were taken using an inverted confocal 

laser scanning microscope equipped with a Plan-Neofluar 63×/1.4 oil 

objective (LSM710, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Excitation was 

performed using two ultraviolet–visible-laser diode 25 mV (405–488 

nm). The pinhole was set to 1 AU. Image acquisition was conducted 

sequentially to minimize cross-talk between the fluorophores. 

For all experiments where EP was calculated, gold (All MUS 

NP) was quantified in both transwell compartments by using an 

inductively coupled plasma-optical emission mass spectrophotometer 

(ICP-OES Optima 7000 DV Perkin Elmer).45 All samples were 

prepared according to the following procedure: NP pellets were placed 

in a PTFE vessel and digested in a Milestone Ethos TC Microwave 

digestion system by adding 4 ml of aqua regia (HNO3 65% and HCl 

37%) in a closed system to reduce the risk of contamination. The system 
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was programmed to use up to 1000 W of power to increase the detected 

temperature to 220°C, at which time the temperature was maintained 

for 15 min. After digestion, samples were made up to a total of 10 ml 

and analyzed by ICP-OES. A certified standard reference material of 

Au 1000 mg/l (PerkinElmer Pure) was used for calibration and quality 

control. The operating parameters of ICP-OES instrument were set up 

using emission line at 242.795 nm in Axial View and samples solutions 

were measured in triplicate. The instruments detection limit is 0.1-1 

µg/l. 

 

Endothelial permeability of All MUS NP and FITC-dextran, and 

cellular uptake of All MUS NP by hCMEC/D3 cells 

To assess their EP across the BBB, All MUS NP were added to the 

apical compartment of the transwell model in 500 µl cell medium at a 

concentration of 0.1 mg/ml, which was determined to be non-toxic by 

LDH assay. To assess the EP of FITC-dextran (40 kDa), 1 mg/ml was 

added to the apical compartment in 500 µl PBS. The basolateral 

compartment in both cases contained hCMEC/D3 medium with no 

serum (1 ml). Control wells contained no cells (filter only). After 3 h 

incubation, the medium in the apical and basolateral compartments 

were collected separately. Gold (All MUS NP) and FITC-dextran were 

quantified using ICP-OES and fluorescence spectroscopy respectively. 

For FITC-dextran, excitation was set at 496 nm and emission at 518 

nm. EP was calculated as described above. Cellular uptake of All MUS 

NP was calculated by subtracting the amount of gold present in the 

apical and basolateral compartments after 3 h from the amount of gold 

added to the apical compartment at the beginning of the experiment.  
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Cellular uptake of All MUS NP by hCMEC/D3 cells visualized by 

TEM    

hCMEC/D3 cells were seeded on collagenated 3 cm Petri dishes 

(250,000 cells per dish) and grown to confluence. Cells were incubated 

for 3 h with All MUS NP suspended in cell medium. Medium was 

removed, and cells were washed 3 times with 0.12 M phosphate buffer. 

Cells, attached to the bottom of Petri dishes, were fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde and 2% glutaraldehyde in 0.12 M phosphate buffer 

for 1 h at RT, and incubated for 1 h with osmium 1% in 0.05 M 

phosphate buffer pH 6.8-7.4 on ice. Cells were then incubated for 5 min 

at RT with a saturated solution of thiocarbohydrazide, followed by 

1.5% ferrocianide and 1% osmium for 30 min. Cells, still adhered to the 

Petri dishes, were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol. Epoxy resin 

(Epon 812 Fluka) was poured in the dishes, and polymerized at 60 °C 

for 72 h. The bottom of the Petri dishes was then removed with liquid 

nitrogen and small blocks of epoxy resin containing cells oriented in an 

axial or a coronal plane were trimmed to obtain ultrathin (55 - 60 nm 

thick) sections with a Leica EM UC6 ultramicrotome. Sections were 

then collected on 100 mesh formvar carbon-coated grids, 

counterstained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and examined with 

an EFTEM equipped with a YAG scintillator slow scan CCD camera 

(Zeiss). 

 

Identifying the number of different proteins present in the protein 

corona 

To analyze the number of different proteins present in the protein 

corona, All MUS NP (0.1 mg/ml) were incubated in hCMEC/D3 cell 
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medium for 3 h at 37°C. NP were washed twice with MilliQ to remove 

residual medium, but not attached proteins. Each step was followed by 

ultracentrifugation at 200,000 xg at 4°C for 40 min. A further 

ultracentrifugation step at 200,000 xg at 4°C for 40 min in 50% 

Acetonitrile with 0.05% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid was performed to 

isolate a supernatant containing the loosely bound soft corona. The 

supernatants and related pellets containing NP coated with a hard 

corona were kept separate and subjected to in-solution trypsin 

digestion. Briefly, an equal volume of NH4HCO3 50mM was added to 

each sample. Disulfide bonds were reduced with dithiothreitol 10mM 

for 45 min at 56°C and then alkylated using iodoacetamide 55mM 

incubated in the dark for 30 min. Each sample was digested overnight 

using approximately 1 µg of trypsin from porcine pancreas (Proteomics 

Grade) and the enzymatic reaction was stopped by adding formic acid 

(0.1% v/v). Protein identification of trypsinized samples was carried out 

by nano-LC coupled online with tandem mass spectrometry (MS) as 

previously described.45  

 

Isolation and analysis of protein corona on All MUS NP before and 

after passage through the in vitro BBB, and investigation of corona 

stability after passage 

All MUS NP (0.1 mg/ml) were added to the apical compartment of a 

transwell containing 500 µl hCMEC/D3 medium, and incubated for 3 h 

at 37°C. The basolateral compartment contained 1 ml hCMEC/D3 

medium with no serum. Samples from the apical and basolateral 

compartments of 18 wells were collected and pooled separately. 

Ultracentrifugation was carried out at 200,000 xg, 4°C, 40 min 
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(Beckman L90K Optima). The pellet containing protein corona-coated 

NP was washed and ultracentrifuged 3 times with 1 ml MilliQ water, 

and finally resuspended in 60 µl MilliQ water. ICP-OES was carried 

out on the apical and basolateral compartments from 3 wells, and EP 

was calculated. BCA assay was used to quantify protein in the hard 

corona before and after passage through the BBB. The experiment was 

repeated with 5% serum present in the basolateral compartment to 

assess the stability of the protein corona following passage through the 

in vitro BBB. 

Qualitative analysis of the hard corona was completed using 

SDS-PAGE. 19.5 µl of sample, 7.5 µl LDS, and 3 µl reducing agent 

was incubated at 70°C for 10 min. Samples were loaded on a 10 or 15 

well NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris gels in MOPS buffer and electrophoresis 

was carried out at 200 V for 30 min. The gel was stained with EZBlue 

for 30 min in the dark at RT, washed with water, and visualized using 

a LasQuant 4000 instrument. Individual bands were excised and semi-

quantitatively analyzed by MS as described.46 The number and types of 

proteins present in the hard corona (pellet following ultracentrifugation) 

was calculated. 

A series of experiments was carried out to ensure that the corona 

present in the basolateral side is actually an evolution of the corona 

from the apical side. First, the amount of proteins that cross the BBB in 

the absence of NPs was evaluated. FBS (5%) was added to the apical 

compartment of a transwell model and incubated for 3 h at 37°C. The 

media (“conditioned medium”) in basolateral compartments of 15 wells 

were collected. BCA assay and SDS-PAGE analysis, as described 

above, were carried out.  
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Next, All MUS NP (50 µg) were added to a tube containing 15 

ml of the conditioned medium recovered from the basolateral 

compartment. After 3 h incubation at 37°C, the sample was 

ultracentrifuged at 200,000 xg, 4°C, 40 min. The pellet was 

resuspended in 60 µl MilliQ water and SDS-PAGE analysis was 

performed to analyze the protein corona. 

Finally, All MUS NP (50 µg) were incubated in 5% FBS (500 

µl) for 3 h at 37°C. NP were ultracentrifuged and washed once as 

previously described to remove free proteins. NP were then added to 15 

ml conditioned medium for 3 h at 37°C, ultracentrifuged again, and 

SDS-PAGE analysis was carried out. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Data was expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and 

analyzed with unpaired one-tailed Student’s t test. A P value of <0.05 

was considered statistically significant. 
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2.4 RESULTS  

Characterization of the in vitro transwell model of the BBB 

The formation of a reliable BBB model was determined using several 

techniques, indicating the development of relevant biochemical features 

of the barrier. Trans-endothelial electrical resistance (TEER) was 

measured and the endothelial permeability (EP) of [3H]-propranolol and 

[14C]-sucrose through the transwell model was evaluated (Fig. 1 A-B). 

On day 14 after cell seeding, TEER reached 126.6 ± 5.2 Ω/cm2 and the 

EP of [3H]-propranolol and [14C]-sucrose was 2.55 ± 0.2 x 10-5 and 1.88 

± 0.32 x 10-5 cm/min respectively, suggesting that tight junctions had 

formed.18 The EP of FITC-dextran, with a size (4.5 nm) of the same 

order as All MUS NP, was very low (7.5 ± 4.3 x 10-7 cm/min) on day 

14 after culture, thus ruling out paracellular passage of NP (Fig. 1 B).19 

Formation of tight and adherens junctions was confirmed by confocal 

microscopy (Fig. 1 C-D). Finally, The viability of BBB endothelial 

cells was evaluated by LDH assay either in the absence or presence of 

All MUS NP at different concentrations from 0.01 mg/ml to 0.2 mg/ml 

for 3 h at 37 °C (Fig. 1 E). Since up to 0.1 mg/ml of All MUS NP did 

not affect cell viability, all experiments were carried out using this 

concentration. The above described cellular parameters were not 

affected by the presence of 0.1 mg/ml All MUS NP. 

 

Nanoparticle-BBB interaction and crossing 

The core diameter of All MUS NP was 3.5 ± 0.8 nm as measured by 

TEM and DLS. The zeta potential was -38 ± 5 mV. The EP of All MUS 

NP (0.1 mg/ml) across the BBB model determined by ICP-OES was 5.3 

± 0.32 x 10-6 cm/min, and cellular uptake was 14.5 ± 0.7 % of the loaded 

amount of gold after 3 h incubation. The percentages of gold (with 
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respect to the amount loaded) present in the apical and in the basolateral 

compartments, and in the cell layer after 3 h incubation are shown in 

Fig. 1 F.  

 

 

Figure 1: Characterization of the transwell BBB model and and 

interactions with All MUS NP. (A) TEER reached 126.6 ± 5.2 Ω/cm2 

14 days after cell seeding, and decreased thereafter. Error bars represent 

standard deviation. (B) Endothelial permeability (EP) of FITC-dextran 

40kDa (FITC-dex; 7.5 ± 4.3 x 10-7 cm/min), All MUS NP (5.3 ± 0.3 x 

10-6 cm/min), the paracellular probe [14C]-sucrose (1.9 ± 0.3 x 10-5 

cm/min) and the transcellular probe [3H]-propranolol (2.6 ± 0.2 x 10-5 

cm/min). Error bars represent SEM. (C) Confocal microscopy image 

showing ZO-1, a tight junction protein and (D) -catenin, an adherens 

junction protein, formed in the hCMEC/D3 monolayer. Scale bar: 10 
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m. (E) The effect of All MUS NP on hCMEC/D3 cell viability 

measured using LDH assay. Up to a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml, NP did 

not significantly affect the viability of hCMEC/D3 cells after 3 h 

incubation at 37°C. After incubation with 0.2 mg/ml NP, hCMEC/D3 

cell viability was reduced to 88 ± 17 % of control (*p=0.002; Student’s 

2-tailed t-test). Data are expressed as mean of 5 replicates, expressed as 

percentages relative to controls, and error bars represent SEM. (F) The 

amount of gold present in each part of the transwell model following 3 

h incubation is expressed as percentage of the initial amount loaded in 

the apical compartment. Blue arrow indicates the direction of 

movement of All MUS NP following addition to the apical 

compartment. (G) Electron micrographs of All MUS NP cores. The 

scale bar indicates 50 nm. (H) Particle size distribution obtained from 

TEM analysis. The average core diameter was 3.5 ± 0.8 nm. 

 

The ability of All MUS NP to cross the BBB by a transcellular 

pathway was examined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 

Analysis along the axial plane showed that All MUS NP could be 

internalized in cytoplasmic vacuoles (Fig. 2 A). Coronal plane sections 

allowed visualization of the dynamic flow of internalized All MUS NP 

through the cell layer to the basolateral side where NP were released 

(Fig. 2 B-C-D). 
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Figure 2: Uptake of All MUS NP by hCMEC/D3 cells in cell 

medium, visualized by TEM. (A) All MUS NP present as 

agglomerates of different densities in cytoplasmic vacuoles of 

hCMEC/D3 cells (axial plane). (B, C, D) All MUS NP approached the 

cell membrane (B), were internalized (B and C), and were observed 

outside the cell in the space between the cell membrane and collagen 
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coating (D). Red arrows indicate collagen coating and blue arrows 

indicate cell membrane. (E) Scheme depicting axial and coronal cutting 

planes of hCMEC/D3 cells. 

 

The protein corona on All MUS NP changes qualitatively and 

quantitatively following passage through the in vitro model of the 

BBB 

The evolution of the protein corona was examined by adding All MUS 

NP suspended in cell medium containing 5% serum to the apical 

compartment of the transwell system and recovering them from the 

basolateral compartment, containing medium without serum, after 3 h 

incubation. NP incubated in cell medium for 3 h bound 1.2 ± 0.1 µg 

protein/µg Au (n=3).  

SDS-PAGE analysis of the corona formed on All MUS NP in 

the presence of complete cell medium showed ostensible differences 

before and after passage through the in vitro BBB (Fig. 3 A). Selected 

proteins (highlighted in red in Fig. 3 A) present in the protein corona in 

the apical compartment hardly crossed the BBB, as indicated by fainter 

or undetectable bands of corresponding molecular weight after passage. 

Other proteins (highlighted in blue in Fig. 3 A) were apparently 

enriched after BBB passage, indicating that they cross the BBB in vitro.  
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Figure 3: SDS-PAGE analysis of All MUS NP (0.1 mg/ml) before 

and after passage through the in vitro BBB following incubation 

with cell medium, and the stability of the protein corona after 

passage through the BBB. (A) Lane (I) is the protein standard, (II) is 

hCMEC/D3 medium, (III) is the apical compartment of the transwell 

model after 3 h incubation, containing NP that did not cross the cell 

monolayer, (IV) is the basolateral compartment after 3 h incubation, 

containing NP that crossed the in vitro BBB. Red bands indicate 

proteins that are excluded following passage through the BBB, i.e. 

protein bands that are visibly darker and larger in the apical 

compartment compared to the basolateral compartment. Blue bands 

highlight proteins that are able to pass through the in vitro BBB, as 

indicated by their enrichment in the basolateral compartment. Figure is 
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representative, and experiment was repeated 3 times. Lane (V) shows 

the proteins that pass through the cell monolayer to the basolateral 

compartment, in the absence of NP, after 3 h (“conditioned medium”). 

Lane (VI) is the corona formed on All MUS NP in conditioned medium. 

The corona is almost non-existent compared to the corona that is 

maintained in the same medium following passage from the apical 

compartment through the hCMEC/D3 monolayer. Lane (VII) is the 

corona formed in 5% serum and subsequently incubated in conditioned 

cell medium for 3 h. Proteins become detached from NP following 

incubation in the conditioned medium. (B) Lane (I) is All MUS NP 

corona after passage with 0% serum in the basolateral compartment, (II) 

is NP corona after passage with 5% serum in the basolateral 

compartment, and (III) is a protein standard. 

 

Based on MS analysis, the qualitative and quantitative 

composition of the corona before and after passage through the BBB 

was assessed (Table 1). A diverse array of proteins were present in the 

corona, varying in molecular mass (11 - 272 kDa) and function. The 

full list of proteins identified in each compartment is presented in 

Supplementary Table 1. Based on densitometry analysis, 96.8% and 

98.1% of proteins in the apical and basolateral compartments 

respectively were analyzed. In Table 1, a list of the 20 most abundant 

proteins in the corona before (A) and after (B) passage across the BBB 

is reported. For reference, the 20 most abundant proteins found in FBS 

are presented in Supplementary Table 2. The relative abundance of 

different proteins in the corona changed dramatically following 

passage. Only 9 of the 20 most abundant proteins in the corona before 
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traversing the BBB were still in the top 20 most abundant proteins after 

the passage, serum albumin and α2-macroglobulin being the major 

ones. On the contrary, the other 11 most abundant proteins were 

different before and upon the passage. 
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Table 1: Mass spectrometry analysis of the protein corona before 

and after passage through the BBB. A: The 20 most abundant 

proteins in the apical compartment of the transwell model i.e. the main 

components of the protein corona before passage through the in vitro 

BBB. Molecular mass is listed and varies from 11 – 272 kDa. 

Proteins in Protein Corona Before BBB  

Passage (Apical Compartment) 

Composition 

of corona (%) 

Mass 

(kDa) 

α2-macroglobulin 8.42 168 

Serum albumin 7.20 70 

Hemoglobin fetal subunit β 3.10 16 

Fibronectin 2.48 272 

α2-HS-glycoprotein 2.23 39 

β-2-glycoprotein 1  1.84 38 

α1-antiproteinase 1.73 46 

Ferritin Light Chain 1.49 20 

Complement C3  1.43 187 

αS1-casein 1.40 25 

Prothrombin  1.18 70 

Complement factor H  0.99 140 

Plasminogen  0.86 92 

Antithrombin-III  0.85 52 

C4b-binding protein α chain  0.80 69 

Inter-α-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4  0.79 101 

Hemoglobin subunit α 0.63 15 

Histone H4 0.60 11 

Serotransferrin 0.53 78 

Lumican 0.47 39 
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B: The 20 most abundant proteins in the basolateral compartment i.e. 

the main components of the protein corona after passage through the in 

vitro BBB. 

Proteins in Protein Corona 

after BBB Passage 

(Basolateral Compartment) 

Composition of 

Corona (%) 

Mass 

(kDa) 

Serum albumin 25.60 70 

α2-macroglobulin 18.43 168 

α2-HS-glycoprotein 5.27 39 

Serotransferrin 3.78 78 

α1-antiproteinase 1.61 46 

Vitamin D-binding protein 0.88 54 

Fetuin-B 0.61 43 

α1B-glycoprotein 0.47 53 

Complement C3 0.44 187 

Antithrombin-III 0.37 52 

α-fetoprotein 0.35 68 

Kininogen-1 0.27 69 

αS1-casein 0.27 25 

Hemopexin  0.24 52 

Fibronectin 0.22 272 

Transthyretin 0.21 15 

Prothrombin 0.19 70 

Protein AMBP 0.19 39 

Serpin A3-1 0.18 46 

Kappa-casein 0.16 21 
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Thirteen corona proteins were identified by MS as enriched in the 

basolateral compartment when compared to the apical side (Table 2). 

The relative abundance of these proteins in the protein corona increased 

from 1.8 to 9-fold following passage through the in vitro BBB. 

Complement component C9 is the most dramatically enriched 

following passage, increasing 9-fold following passage to the “brain” 

side. The amount of protein (in g) bound to gold NP is presented in 

Supplementary Table 3. 
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Table 2: Thirteen proteins were enriched in the basolateral “brain” 

compartment when compared to the apical “blood” compartment, 

indicating their ability to pass through an in vitro model of the BBB. 

 

Values are the percentage of the total protein corona that is comprised 

of each protein, as measured by mass spectrometry. 

 

The mechanisms underlying the evolution of the corona from 

the apical to the basolateral compartment were then investigated. 

Initially, the passage of proteins through the cell monolayer in the 

absence of NP was evaluated: serum (5%) was added to the upper 

chamber and medium with no serum to the lower chamber. A small 
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proportion of proteins (4.7%), mostly confined to a band in the SDS-

PAGE corresponding to albumin, was found in the basolateral medium 

- from here on called “conditioned medium” - after 3 h incubation (Fig. 

3 A).  

Two sets of experiments were then designed to assess whether 

the corona in the basolateral side can be formed in situ by: i) NP without 

corona crossing from the apical side and interacting with proteins in the 

conditioned medium in the basolateral compartment, or ii) NP crossing 

with an intact corona from the apical side and interacting with proteins 

in the conditioned medium. The first possibility was ruled out when 0.1 

mg/ml NP were incubated in 15 ml of conditioned medium for 3 h. 

Analysis of the protein corona by SDS-PAGE did not produce a visible 

pattern (Fig. 3 A, VI). The second possibility was excluded by 

incubating corona-coated NP, formed in 5% serum, with conditioned 

medium for 3 h. The corona detached, and most proteins were not 

visible by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 3 A, VII). This latter result suggests that 

the NP corona formed in the apical compartment before passing across 

the BBB is an unstable entity. Therefore, we investigated the stability 

of NP corona that crosses the barrier. The experiment reported above, 

describing the evolution of the NP corona recovered from the 

basolateral compartment containing medium without serum, was 

repeated with 5% serum in the basolateral compartment. The 

composition of NP-corona, examined by SDS-PAGE, either in the 

presence or in the absence of serum in the “brain” side was comparable 

(Fig. 3 B), suggesting enhanced stability after barrier crossing. 
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2.5 DISCUSSION 

For a variety of diseases, effective therapy is severely limited or 

rendered impossible due to an inability to deliver medications to the 

intended sites of action. Multiple barriers exist throughout the body that 

have evolved to limit the migration of foreign compounds to tissues. In 

particular, multiple transporters, metabolic enzymes, and complex 

junctional structures prevent the paracellular diffusion of hydrophilic 

blood-borne drugs larger than 0.6 kDa across the BBB.13 

 Nanomedicine offers the chance to improve drug transport and 

delivery through biological barriers.21 A vast amount of research and 

resources are continually invested in innovative design features, 

resulting in the creation of multifunctional nanoparticles.22 These 

features include incorporation of active targeting moieties for enhanced 

uptake by specific cells.23-25 Although these modifications highlight the 

impressive versatility and preclinical potential of nanomedicine, very 

few nanoparticles progress to the clinical stage.26, 27 A non-exhaustive 

list of obstacles includes opsonization and subsequent sequestration by 

the mononuclear phagocyte system, nonspecific distribution, 

haematological or blood vessel flow limitations, pressure gradients, 

cellular internalization, escape from endosomal and lysosomal 

compartments, and drug efflux pumps.28-30 It is now firmly established 

that the nanoparticle protein corona plays a role in these issues, 

affecting biological interactions and thus nanoparticle fate, and 

inhibiting the achievement of successful results.31  Given its intrinsic 

cellular nature, it is likely that the crossing of the BBB by nanoparticles 

is also governed by the corona.  
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Although the features of the corona in the blood are relatively 

clear32 and it is known to change upon cellular internalization,6 its 

evolution upon passage through the BBB is not understood: what of the 

original corona is retained, gathered, or lost during this passage is 

unknown. This information is important within the context of 

nanoparticles designed for brain targeting and drug delivery to treat 

central nervous system diseases. Significantly, the stability of the brain 

internal environment is a prerequisite for its function, and the arrival of 

normally non-permeant proteins attached to nanoparticles represents a 

possibly insurmountable challenge.  

Understanding the evolution of the corona during the passage 

across the BBB is challenging, due to the small amount of material that 

crosses the barrier, and because nanoparticles taken up by cells are 

usually trafficked along degradative pathways.33 To overcome these 

problems, we chose to follow the evolution of the corona across a 

commonly used cellular model of the BBB, used frequently by our and 

other groups,4, 5, 8, 14, 34, 35 obtained by growing a monolayer of cerebral 

microvascular endothelial cells (hCMEC/D3) on a transwell system 

separating an apical (“blood” side) from a basolateral (“brain” side) 

compartment, where the assessment of these features is relatively 

simple. It should be noted that BBB models, including the present one, 

do not perfectly mimic the human BBB.8 However, it is widely agreed 

that tight junctions are the prime regulators of the BBB permeability. 

For this reason, our model was always used within the time frame when 

tight junction formation was assured to be maximal.  

We used All MUS NP as a model to study protein corona 

formation.15-17, 36 Initially, we showed that All MUS NP have a higher 
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EP than FITC-dextran (a hydrophilic compound of similar size that is 

minimally permeable across the transwell model used here) excluding 

the possibility that All MUS NP pass through the BBB via paracellular 

pathway. Moreover, the TEER values, permeability of paracellular and 

transcellular probes, and visualization of junctional proteins by 

confocal microscopy are all comparable to those reported in the 

literature,5, 18, 37 indicating the correct formation of the BBB. These 

features and the viability of hCMEC/D3 cells were not affected by the 

presence of All MUS NP.  

Strikingly, the protein corona of All MUS NP that have 

traversed the BBB is qualitatively completely different from the initial 

one. Only 9 of the 20 most abundant proteins present in the initial 

corona remain in the list after passage, while others are discharged. 

Thirteen proteins were found to be enriched in the corona after passage, 

when compared to the initial corona.  None of these proteins are derived 

from the endothelial cell line. 

It is noteworthy that serum albumin and α2-macroglobulin are 

the most abundant proteins in the corona and are greatly enriched after 

BBB passage. The significance of such enrichment could be questioned 

in the context of NP crossing the BBB in vivo. Both proteins are able to 

cross the BBB in vivo,38, 39 but in very different amounts (CSF albumin 

20 mg/dl; CSF α2-macroglobulin 0.05 mg/dl in healthy individuals), 

reflecting either their vastly different MW, or their abundance in serum. 

Thus, it is possible that, in vivo, NP carry much more α2-macroglobulin 

to the brain, compared to physiological conditions. Hypothetically, as 

α2-macroglobulin is a broad spectrum anti-proteinase, this NP-
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mediated transfer could be taken into account to devise therapeutic 

strategies focused on the CNS.  

The enrichment of specific proteins in the basolateral corona 

suggests that the selection of a subset of NP-protein complexes occurs 

during BBB crossing. This process likely reflects differences in the 

efficiency of cell uptake of specific NP-protein complexes, as well as 

potential protein exchange mechanisms. The precise assessment of 

these issues will require further investigation. Moreover, the 

enrichment of specific proteins in the basolateral corona suggests that 

the proteomic composition may play a major role in the rate/efficiency 

of BBB cell traversal by NP complexes. Further investigation may lead 

to the design of nano-devices for efficient brain targeting with 

therapeutic or diagnostic molecules, the passage of which are normally 

severely restricted by the BBB. For example, the creation of an artificial 

corona-NP complex with elevated levels of α2-macroglobulin (or only 

α 2-macroglobulin), may encourage NP crossing. Additionally, 

comparing NP with different chemical compositions, but carrying the 

same artificial corona, could shed light on the role of the bio-nano 

interface when the NP-corona interacts with biological barriers.  

Finally, we demonstrated that the corona present on NP in the 

“brain” compartment after BBB passage is apparently more stable when 

compared to the corona in the “blood” compartment. Our hypothesis is 

that this higher stability is conferred thanks to the removal of specific 

proteins from the “blood-side” corona during BBB passage. When these 

hampering proteins are removed, new interactions among proteins of 

the “brain” corona are permitted, conferring higher stability. Since the 

removal of specific proteins, occurring during the “physiological” 
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process of BBB crossing, does not occur when the “blood” corona is 

directly incubated with conditioned medium, this preliminary 

hypothesis may explain the dramatic difference in stability.  

It should be noted that a limitation of the present investigation 

is that the stability was assessed at only one final time point. However, 

the brain corona could evolve over time, and different dynamically 

evolving corona populations may coexist. Further studies should be 

carried out to address these possibilities.  

Future work could involve the use of more complex in vitro 

BBB models that are closer to the physiological condition, for example 

including other cell types such as astrocytes and/or pericytes,8, 40 to give 

a broader picture of the corona during BBB passage.41 Importantly, 

further investigation of these issues should be carried out in vivo. While 

in vivo studies have previously evaluated the formation of the protein 

corona in the bloodstream,42 the study of corona reaching the brain 

poses obvious technical problems due to the difficulty of recovering NP 

from the brain and avoiding contamination/artefacts. We believe that an 

investigation focused on studying the corona in CSF after systemic 

administration could represent a first approach to investigate this 

problem. 

 

2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

It has already been established that the protein corona is a dynamic 

entity, and its composition depends on the environment in which it is 

formed. Our findings demonstrate that the corona is dramatically 

affected by interaction with the BBB, and is more stable after it crosses 

the barrier, emphasizing the role of the protein corona in defining 
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nanoparticle-cell interactions, and the importance of using carefully 

designed biological models when testing nanoparticles for biomedical 

purposes.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

Supplementary Table 1 is available as an excel file online at 

http://pubs.acs.org. 

Supplementary Table 2: The most abundant proteins in FBS gathered 

from previously published data20 and personal data (not shown). 
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Supplementary Table 3: Thirteen proteins were enriched in the 

basolateral “brain” compartment when compared to the apical 

“blood” compartment, indicating their ability to pass through an in 

vitro model of the BBB. There were a total of 1 µg protein per µg NP 

in the apical compartment, and 11 µg protein per µg NP in the 

basolateral compartment.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

The extent of human apolipoprotein A-I lipidation strongly affects 

β-amyloid efflux across the blood-brain barrier in vitro 

Roberta Dal Magro, Sara Simonelli, Alysia Cox, Beatrice Formicola, 

Roberta Corti, Valeria Cassina, Luca Nardo, Francesco Mantegazza, 

Gianvito Grasso, Marco Agostino Deriu, Andrea Danani, Laura 

Calabresi, Francesca Re 

Submitted 

Highlights 

A large body of evidence has established that physiological 

nanoparticles present in human plasma, i.e. high-density lipoproteins 

(HDL), are able to cross the BBB and reach the brain. Until now, no 

data has identified the key features of these particles that determine their 

ability to traverse the BBB. These features could be important in the 

pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In this chapter, the ability 

of different HDL subclasses to cross the BBB and interact with Aβ was 

investigated for the first time. Focusing on brain Aβ as the target, the 

possible role of HDL and/or apolipoprotein A-I (apoAI) in the “sink 

effect” theory for AD treatment is examined. The identification of 

specific HDL subclasses and/or apoAI conformations that can possibly 

alter AD pathogenesis could be useful in designing new nanodevices 

for disease treatment.   
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3.1 ABSTRACT 

Much evidence suggests a protective role of high-density lipoprotein 

(HDL), and its major apolipoprotein apoAI, in Alzheimer's disease 

(AD). The biogenesis of nascent HDL is derived from an initial 

lipidation of apoAI, which is synthesized by the liver and intestine but 

not in the brain, in a process mediated by ABCA1. The maturation of 

nascent HDL in mature spherical HDL is due to a second lipidation step, 

mediated by LCAT, and the change of apoAI conformation. Therefore, 

different subclasses of apoAI-HDL simultaneously exist in the blood. 

The ability of apoAI-HDL to target and modulate cerebral β-amyloid 

(Aβ) content from the periphery is not yet clear. To this purpose, we 

investigate if and how the lipidation state of apoAI is involved in AD. 

In particular, we analyse in vitro the ability of different subclasses of 

HDL purified from human plasma, each with different apoAI lipidation 

states, to cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB), to interact with Aβ 

aggregates and to affect Aβ efflux across the BBB using a transwell 

system. The results showed that lipid-free apoAI had a superior ability 

to enhance in vitro Aβ efflux (+30 ± 3%) across the BBB, compared to 

the other Aβ-binding plasma proteins tested. Interestingly, this effect 

was amplified by the lipidation of apoAI, reaching maximal Aβ efflux 

(9 x 10-5 cm/min) when apoAI is adjusted in discoidal HDL. Contrarily, 

no effect on Aβ efflux was detected when apoAI is in mature spherical 

HDL, suggesting that the apoAI conformation could be involved in 

promoting Aβ clearance from the brain, rather than the lipid 

composition. Finally, when apoAI adjusted its structure in discoidal 

HDL, rather than in spherical ones, it is able to cross the BBB in vitro 
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and to strongly destabilize the conformation of Aβ fibrils by decreasing 

the order of the fibril structure (-24%) and the β-sheet content (-14%). 

These data suggest that the extent of apoAI lipidation, and consequently 

its conformation, may represent crucial characteristics that influence 

their protective role in AD pathogenesis.  
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3.2 INTRODUCTION 

ApoAI is a 28 kDa protein synthesized by the liver and small intestine 

which plays a key role in the biogenesis and metabolism of high-density 

lipoproteins (HDL). Lipidation of apoAI by the ATP-binding cassette 

transporter A1 (ABCA1) is essential for the formation of plasma HDL 

particles. Lipid-free or lipid-poor apoAI acquire small amounts of 

phospholipid and cholesterol from membrane-bound ABCA1, 

generating several classes of nascent HDL particles, discoidal ones 

included. Subsequently, a second lipidation step, mediated by LCAT, 

is required for maturation of nascent HDL into mature spherical lipid-

rich HDL. During the HDL maturation process the secondary structure 

of apoAI slightly changes. Therefore, in humans, HDL consist of 

heterogeneous subclasses, which can be identified based on their 

density, charge, size, and protein/lipid composition. HDL are involved 

in the removal of excess cholesterol from peripheral tissues including 

the arterial wall, and its transport to the liver for secretion by reverse 

cholesterol transport. HDL can exert other protective effects, including 

anti-oxidative, anti-inflammatory, anti-apoptotic, and anti-infective 

activities1. 

It is well established that plasma levels of HDL cholesterol 

(HDL-c) and apolipoprotein A-I (apoAI), the major protein component 

of plasma HDL, inversely correlate with the development of many 

disorders, including cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, obesity, cancer, 

and infectious diseases. Dysregulated HDL metabolism has also been 

linked to brain disorders: a decrease in plasma levels of HDL-c and/or 

apoAI are risk factors for memory decline and lipid-related 

neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD)2.  
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AD is the most common type of dementia and affects tens of 

millions of people worldwide. The amyloid hypothesis3-5 proposes that 

β-amyloid peptide (Aβ), the main component of senile plaques, is the 

key player in AD pathogenesis. Aβ monomers, derived from the 

proteolytic cleavage of a larger glycoprotein named amyloid precursor 

protein, aggregate into different forms of oligomers, which can then 

deposit in regular fibrils and plaques.  

New evidence suggests that apoAI might be involved in the 

pathogenesis of AD, but its role has not yet been elucidated. 

Epidemiological studies indicate that AD risk may be attenuated by 

high levels of circulating HDL and apoAI. Specifically, levels of apoAI 

positively correlate with Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) and 

Cognitive Ability Screening Instrument (CASI) scores6, and high HDL 

levels (>55 mg/dl) in cognitively normal elderly individuals are 

associated with a significantly reduced risk of developing AD. In 

symptomatic AD patients, plasma apoAI levels negatively correlate 

with hippocampal and whole brain volume and mean entorhinal cortical 

thickness7. Decreased levels of serum apoA-I can discriminate AD from 

non-demented age-matched control subjects8. It has been found that 

apoAI levels are significantly decreased in brain homogenates9 and the 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)10 of AD patients compared to controls. In vivo 

studies show that overexpression of apoA-I prevents cognitive deficits, 

limits brain plaque deposition, and increases soluble Aβ clearance from 

the brain when administered to AD mouse models. This suggests that 

apoAI could play a role in the pathogenesis of AD, but more research 

is needed to clarify its implications. 
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ApoAI is present in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), but its mRNA 

has not been detected in brain cells11-13. Thus, brain apoAI is believed 

to be plasma derived. The mechanisms by which apoAI reaches the 

brain have not been fully elucidated, but limited preliminary studies 

support the hypothesis that peripheral HDL crosses the blood-brain 

barrier (BBB) and the blood-CSF barrier14,15.  

In this study, we investigate in vitro how the extent of apoAI 

lipidation affects the ability of distinct subclasses of human HDL to 

cross the BBB, to interact with A aggregates and to affect the A 

efflux across the BBB using a transwell system.  
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3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Human samples 

Human plasma samples from healthy donors were provided by the 

Immunohematology and Transfusion Medicine Service (SIMT) of 

ASST Grande Ospedale Metropolitano Niguarda, Milan. All 

experimental protocols were approved by license 446-092014 CE from 

Ospedale Niguarda Ca’ Granda and carried out in accordance with these 

guidelines and regulations. Informed consent was obtained from all 

donors. Plasma was prepared by low speed centrifugation at 4°C, and 

lipoprotein isolation started within 6 h from blood collection. 

 

Purification of apoAI-HDL from human plasma  

HDL (d=1.063-1.21 g/mL) were purified from human plasma of 

healthy blood donors by sequential ultracentrifugation. Purified 

lipoproteins were dialyzed against saline immediately before use and 

were used to represent the total apoAI-HDL pool of human plasma. 

This sample was treated with chymase to obtain spherical apoAI-

HDL42, destroying the discoidal ones. Briefly, apoAI-HDL plasma pool 

was incubated with granule remnants isolated from rat mast cells (30 

µg/ml of granule remnant total protein, equal to 40 BTEE Units/ml) for 

2 h at 37°C. After incubation, tubes were placed on ice and centrifuged 

at 4°C, 12000 rpm, for 5 min to remove the granule remnant-bound 

chymase, and the chymase-free supernatants were collected. The lack 

of discoidal apoAI-HDL was verified by non-denaturing two-

dimensional (2-D) electrophoresis, in which agarose gel electrophoresis 

was followed by non-denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (GGE) 
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and immunoblotting against apoAI. Spherical apoAI-HDL were 

characterized by AFM, as described below.  

 

Preparation of discoidal HDL  

ApoAI was purified from human plasma by gel-filtration 

chromatography43 and its purity (> 95%) was confirmed by SDS-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) using Coomassie 

protein staining. This sample represents lipid-poor apoAI. Discoidal 

apoAI-HDL were prepared by the cholate dialysis method using 

palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) and apoAI in the weight 

ratio of 2.5:144. Their size was estimated by non-denaturing GGE using 

precast 4-30% gels and the Pharmacia Phast System45. Phospholipid 

content of discoidal HDL was measured by an enzymatic method and 

apoAI concentration was measured by Lowry method. Discoidal HDL 

were characterized by AFM, as described below.  

 

Atomic Force Microscopy imaging of apoAI-HDL 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) imaging was performed using a 

Nanowizard II (JPK Instruments, Berlin) scanning probe microscope 

operating in tapping and contact mode in air. In tapping mode imaging 

of Aβ1-42 fibrils, RTESP-300 (Bruker, USA) cantilevers were used with 

a nominal force constant of 40 N/m, a resonance frequency of 300 kHz, 

and a nominal tip radius 8 nm. For contact mode imaging of HDL 

subtypes, DNPS-10 (Bruker, USA) cantilevers were used with a 

nominal force constant of 0.06 N/m, and a nominal tip radius 10 nm. 

The detailed protocol used for HDL characterization is supplied as 

Supplementary Information. A wide range of areas of AFM images 

were analyzed using the commercial JPK image processing software 
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and a customized image-analysis software (Matlab, MathWorks Inc, 

USA).  

 

Preparation and characterization of Aβ aggregates 

Aβ1-42 (Sigma–Aldrich, Milan, Italy) oligomers or fibrils were prepared 

as described16,47,48. Briefly, the peptide (1 mg/ml) was solubilized in 

1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP; Sigma–Aldrich, Milan, Italy), 

dried, resuspended in DMSO at a concentration of 5 mM, and bath 

sonicated for 10 min. To obtain an oligomer-enriched preparation, 

samples were diluted to 100 μM in hCMEC/D3 cell culture medium 

and incubated for 24 h at 4 °C. To obtain a fibril-enriched preparation, 

samples were diluted to 200 μM in 10 mM HCl and incubated at 37 °C 

for 72 h. Aβ oligomers and fibrils were characterized by AFM47. For 

the fibrillation process, samples were diluted to 100 μM in 10 mM HCl 

and incubated at 37 °C. In the reported images, Aβ was diluted to a final 

concentration of 10 µM in 10 mM HCl, and deposited on freshly 

cleaved mica. Images were acquired in air in tapping mode. 

 

Preparation and characterization of the in vitro model of the BBB 

The in vitro BBB model was prepared and characterized as previously 

described16, using human brain endothelial cells (hCMEC/D3; from 

Institut National de la Sante et de la Recherche Medicale, Paris, 

France). Briefly, hCMEC/D3 were seeded (60, 000 cells/cm2) onto 

collagen-coated (8 μg/cm2 rat tail collagen type 1; Gibco, ThermoFisher 

Scientific) transwell filters (polycarbonate 12-well, pore size 0.4 μm, 

translucent membrane insert 1.12 cm2; Costar) to establish a polarized 

monolayer. The cell monolayer separates two compartments, an apical 
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one (0.5 ml) representing the blood and a basolateral one (1 ml) 

representing the brain. Trans-endothelial electrical resistance (TEER) 

was monitored with STX2 electrode Epithelial Volt-Ohm meter (World 

Precision Instruments, Sarasota, Florida). The formation of junctions 

was evaluated by confocal microscopy and by measuring the 

endothelial permeability (EP) of [14C-sucrose] (50 μM) and [3H]-

propranolol (76 nM; 0.5 μCi). Cell viability was assessed by MTT 

assay48.  

 

Effect of apoAI lipidation on in vitro Aβ efflux across the BBB  

500 nM of Aβ fibrils dissolved in 1 ml of culture medium without serum 

were placed in the basolateral compartment of the transwell system and 

the impact of this treatment on cell monolayer was evaluated by 

monitoring TEER, EP to radiolabelled probes and cell viability, 

following the procedure described above. 5 nmol/ml of apoAI in 

discoidal HDL, spherical HDL, or total HDL plasma pool dissolved in 

500 l of PBS were added to the apical compartment of the transwell. 

After different incubation times (up to 3 h) at 37°C, aliquots from the 

apical compartment were collected and the Aβ content was measured 

by ELISA assay (IBL international, Italy). The Aβ endothelial 

permeability (EP) across the cell monolayer from the basolateral to the 

apical compartment (defined as A efflux) was calculated as 

described16,48. As controls, 5 nmol/ml of commercially available lipid-

free apoAI, 2-macroglobulin, apolipoprotein E or human albumin (all 

from Sigma, Milano, Italy) dissolved in PBS were added to the apical 

compartment and A efflux was determined as previously described.  
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Effect of lipidation of apoAI on its ability to cross the BBB in vitro  

5 nmol/ml of apoAI in discoidal HDL, spherical HDL, or total HDL 

plasma pool dissolved in 500 l of PBS were added to the apical 

compartment of the transwell and incubated at 37°C. After different 

times (up to 3 h) of incubation, the amount of apoAI in the basolateral 

compartment was measured by ELISA assay (IBL International, Italy) 

and EP was calculated as described16,48.  

 

Effect of apoAI lipidation on preformed Aβ fibrils  

50 μM Aβ1-42 fibrils were incubated with 5 μg/ml of apoAI in discoidal 

HDL, spherical HDL, or apoAI-HDL plasma pool at 37°C in buffer B 

(PBS 15 mM and NaCl 20mM, pH 7.4). After different incubation times 

an aliquot from each sample was immobilized on a freshly cleaved mica 

substrate, rinsed with Milli-Q water, dried under a gentle stream of 

nitrogen and analyzed by AFM. 

The effect of apoAI lipidation on preformed A fibrils was also 

monitored by ThT assay24. Briefly, 2 M of A fibrils were incubated 

with 5 M ThT (Sigma-Aldrich, Milan, Italy), 10mM glycine buffer pH 

8.5 in 1 x 1 cm2 fluorimeter quartz cuvettes equipped with hermetic tips 

to prevent evaporation. 0.1 mg/ml of apoAI in discoidal HDL, spherical 

HDL, or total HDL plasma pool were added to the sample and the ThT 

fluorescence (ex. 450 nm; em. 485 nm) was monitored at 37°C under 

stirring with a FP8500 fluorimeter (Jasco) equipped with a 4-cells 

peltier-thermostated sample holder.  
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Molecular modelling of apoAI  

The recently obtained discoidal HDL with apolipoprotein A-I49 was 

considered the starting point for this work (PDB ID: 2N5E). One 

hundred 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) lipid 

molecules were inserted as previously described49. This model was 

solvated and neutralized by adding 0.15 M Na and Cl ions. 

CHARMM36 force field50 was used to define protein and lipids 

topologies, and TIP3P model51 was used for the water molecules. The 

obtained system was minimized by applying 1,000 steps of steepest 

descent energy minimization algorithm, followed by preliminary NVT 

of 200 ps. V-rescale thermostat was applied to maintain the temperature 

at 300 K with a time constant of 0.1 ps52. An NPT of 200 ps was carried 

out at 300 K (τ=1 ps) and 1 atm (τ=5 ps). V-rescale52 and Berendsen53 

coupling methods were used as temperature and pressure coupling. 

Finally, Molecular Dynamics (MD) equilibration of 100 ns was 

performed to optimize the DMPC/apoAI complex.  

 

Computational docking and MD of apoA-I in complex with Aβ 

fibril 

To determine the initial orientation of Aβ fibrils on apoA-I, a pentamer 

of Aβ17-42 was extracted from the PDB model 2BEG54 and considered 

for docking experiments55. In detail, the Aβ17-42 model was first docked 

on apoA-I using Patchdock56. The top-scored 100 conformations were 

subjected to Firedock57,58 to refine and rescore docking solutions. The 

top ranked molecular system was solvated in a cubic box of 13X11X8 

nm3 and neutralized by counterions. Each system consisted of 

approximately 120,000 interacting particles. CHARMM36 force field50 
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was used to define protein and lipids topologies, while TIP3P model51 

was used for water molecules. The system was first minimized by 

applying the steepest descent energy minimization algorithm. Three 

different replicas of the same system were generated with different 

initial velocities to increase the statistics of MD data. A preliminary MD 

simulation of 100 ps was performed in NPT ensemble at 300 K (τ=1 ps) 

and 1 atm (τ=5 ps) by applying position-restraints on the heavy atoms 

of the solute. V-rescale52 and Berendsen53 coupling methods were used 

for temperature and pressure coupling. Finally, three production 

simulations were performed at 300K for 100 ns. For comparison, Aβ17-

42 alone in water was also simulated. Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) was applied to reduce the dimensionality of the system19,21, 

elucidating large-scale and low-frequency modes, thus yielding 

collective motions related to the destabilization of the Aβ17-42 fibril59. 

After the alignment of Aβ17-42 C-α Cartesian coordinates, the covariance 

matrix was calculated and diagonalized. To estimate the structural order 

of the Aβ17-42 model and to what extent fibrils chains are aligned, an 

order parameter was calculated for each MD snapshot using equation 

(1):  
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where N is the number of residues along the peptide chain; vr is the 

vector joining each of the Cα-atoms pertaining to chain A with the 

corresponding Cα-atom (same residue number) of chain E; and z is the 

fibril axis. Values of ordP close to 1 indicate the amyloid-like shape 
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alignment, whereas values of ordP < 1 are typical of a distorted 

structure.  

 

Statistical analysis       

Data analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel and Origin Pro 8 

software from Origin Lab. Values are expressed as the mean ± s.e.m. or 

s.d. measured in triplicate. P-values <0.05 (calculated by two-tailed 

unpaired Student’s t test) are considered statistically significant. 
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3.4 RESULTS 

Characterization of apoAI-HDL 

The purification of apoAI-HDL pool from human plasma was verified 

by 2D-GGE (Fig. 1A). ApoAI-HDL subclasses with different sizes 

were identified and their concentrations were quantified by 

densitometry. The left smear (Fig. 1A) represents discoidal apoAI-HDL 

and right smear represents spherical apoAI-HDL. Discoidal apoAI-

HDL was treated with chymase in order to selectively degrade discoidal 

apoAI-HDL obtaining a preparation enriched in mature, spherical 

apoAI-HDL. Fig. 1B shows the complete degradation of discoidal 

particles, indicated by the disappearance of their smear.  
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Figure 1. Effect of chymase treatment on HDL subclasses. HDL 

preparation was incubated for 2 h at 37°C with chymase-containing 

granule remnants. HDL subclasses were then separated by two-

dimensional electrophoresis and transferred onto a nitrocellulose 

membrane, on which lipoproteins were detected with a rabbit anti-

human apoA-I antibody. 

 

Spherical and discoidal HDL were also characterized by atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) measurements. The results showed that both HDL 

subclasses display visual homogeneity in size distribution and 

morphology (Fig. 2). The statistical distributions of the height 

measurements taken using AFM imaging allowed discrimination 

between the spherical and discoidal shapes and showed that the average 

dimensions of the two HDL subclasses were comparable (spherical 

HDL radius 12.7 nm, discoidal HDL height 12.9 nm).  
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Figure 2. Representative images of the morphology of HDL 

subclasses obtained by AFM imaging  and statistical distributions 

of the measured heights for spherical and discoidal HDL. (A) 

Discoidal and (B) spherical HDL on APTES functionalized mica (4 x 4 

µm2, 1024 x 1024 pixel, Z-scale 20 nm), with 3-dimensional projections 

Height (nm) 
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of a 1 x 1 µm2 region (white squares in the images). (C) The histograms 

represent the normalized height statistical distributions for the spherical 

(red) and discoidal (green) HDL in the range 4-25 nm. The red 

continuous line represents the best fit of the histogram to the theoretical 

distribution for a sphere (RS=12.7 nm), the green filled area represents 

the δ-function (hD = 12.9 nm), and the green dotted line is the linear 

regression for the final part of the distribution. 

 

Characterization of A fibrillation  

The aggregation process of Aβ from monomers to fibrils was monitored 

and characterized by AFM imaging. Several images were acquired at 

the beginning of the fibrillation (t = 0 h) and at successive fixed times 

up to 48 h. Representative images in Fig. 3A show that long unbranched 

fibrils were formed over time. 

The process of fibril growth can be quantitatively evaluated by 

considering the time evolution of the number of pixels above a fixed 

height threshold in the AFM images of fibril morphology. Fig. 3B 

shows AFM images of Aβ fibrils at different incubation times with a 

height threshold of 1.5 nm. The percentage of pixels above a certain 

threshold increases with fibril extension and density, and can be 

considered as a quantitative index of the aggregation process. Threshold 

pixel percentages over time are shown in Fig. 3C. The results showed 

that there is continuous A fibril growth in length up to 48h.  
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Figure 3. Aggregation process of Aβ from monomers to fibrils 

studied by AFM and quantification of fibrillation. A) Representative 

images of Aβ at different fibrillation stages up to 48 h when incubated 

at 37 °C. 4 x 4 µm2, 1024 x 1024 pixels, Z-scale 10 nm. B) A fixed 

height threshold (1.5 nm) was applied to the AFM images, and the 
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number of pixels above this threshold were quantified and expressed in 

terms of percentage of total number of pixels. The number of pixels is 

proportional to the total length of the fibril i.e. to the sum of the lengths 

of all the deposited fibrils. In this way, it is possible to quantify the fibril 

growth. C) Percentage of pixels above a height threshold (1.5 nm) 

obtained from AFM images, and plotted as a function of the incubation 

time at 37 °C.  

 

Characterization of in vitro BBB model 

The in vitro BBB model was prepared and characterized as described 

above and results are shown in Fig. 4. TEER was monitored over time 

and the results showed that the maximum value (116.37 ± 4.37 Ω/cm2) 

occurred 6 days after seeding (Fig. 4B). At this time point, the formation 

of junctions was checked by confocal microscopy and by measuring the 

paracellular and transcellular EP of radiolabelled sucrose and 

propranolol, respectively. The results showed that claudin-5 (Fig. 4C, 

stained in green) and VE-cadherin (Fig. 4C, stained in red), two key 

components of tight and adherens endothelial junctions, are formed in 

the hCMEC/D3 monolayer 6 days after seeding. The EP of [3H]-

propranolol and [14C]-sucrose was (1.56 ± 0.13) ×10−5 and (3.83 ± 0.84) 

×10−5 cm/min, respectively, suggesting that tight junctions had formed 

(Fig. 4D). At 6 days after seeding, 500 nM of Aβ fibrils (characterized 

by AFM images, see Fig. 3) were added to the basolateral compartment 

of the transwell system and the impact of fibrils on cell monolayer 

properties was checked. The results showed that after 3h exposure of 

hCMEC/D3 monolayer to fibrils, neither the TEER (114.10 ± 4.82 

Ω/cm2) nor EP of trans- and para-cellular probes changed (Fig. 4D). 
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Moreover, the treatment did not affect cell viability (>95% cells 

viability respect to untreated cells), as assessed by MTT assay.  

 

A 
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Days in culture of hCMEC/D3 cells 
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Fig. 4. Characterization of in vitro model of the BBB. (A) Schematic 

representation of the transwell model of the BBB, consisting of an 

apical “blood” compartment containing apoAI-HDL, and a basolateral 

“brain” compartment containing Aβ fibrils, separated by a membrane 

on which hCMEC/D3 cells are seeded. (B) TEER values of hCMEC/D3 

Untreated cells + Aβ oligomers 
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cells seeded in transwells measured every day up to 10 days. TEER 

peaked on day 6 after cell seeding. (C) Staining of the tight junction 

protein claudin-5 (green) and the adherens junction protein VE-

cadherin (red) in hCMEC/D3 cells. Nuclei are stained blue. (D) Passage 

of the paracellular probe [3H]-propanolol and transcellular probe [14C]-

sucrose across the hCMEC/D3 cell monolayer. Endothelial 

permeability does not change in the presence of Aβ oligomers. 

 

Effect of apoAI lipidation on in vitro Aβ efflux across the BBB  

The Aβ efflux from the basolateral compartment of the transwell in the 

presence of apoAI in different lipidation states (in the apical 

compartment) was measured by ELISA assay. The results showed that 

the presence of apoAI in the apical compartment significantly increases 

Aβ efflux from the basolateral side of the BBB model (Fig. 5A). In 

particular, the ability of apoAI to enhance the Aefflux increases with 

the an increase in its lipidation state, reaching the maximum A efflux 

when discoidal apoAI-HDL are present in the apical compartment of 

the transwell system.  

The discoidal apoAI-HDL significantly increases Aβ efflux 

from the basolateral side of the BBB model, compared to the apoAI-

HDL plasma pool (p=0.0016) and spherical apoAI-HDL (p=0.011) 

(Fig. 5B).  

Comparing the capability of apoAI to enhance A efflux with 

other plasma A-binding proteins, i.e. 2-macroglobulin, 

apolipoprotein E or albumin, the results showed that the strongest 

increase of Aβ efflux across the BBB was detected with apoAI in the 

apical compartment (p=0.046) (Fig. 5C).  
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Figure 5. Aβ efflux across the BBB model in the presence of human 

plasma-derived HDL. hCMEC/D3 cells were cultured on a transwell 

system and 500 nM of oligomer-enriched Aβ sample was added to the 

medium in the basolateral compartment. Different subclasses of HDL 

or Aβ-binding proteins were added to the apical compartment and the 

Aβ efflux from the basolateral compartment was measured by ELISA 

assay. (A) Endothelial permeability (EP) of Aβ in the presence of lipid-

free, lipid-poor or discoidal apoA-I-HDL. PBS (---) in the apical 

compartment was used as a control. (B) EP of Aβ in the presence of 

different HDL subclasses purified from human plasma. PBS (---) in the 

apical compartment was used as a control. (C) EP of Aβ in the presence 

of different Aβ-binding proteins (α2-macroglobulin (A2M), ApoE, 

albumin or apoAI). PBS alone in the apical compartment was used as a 

control. The data are reported as the mean ± s.e.m. of triplicate 

experiments and compared by Student t-test, *p < 0.05. 

 

PBS ApoE A2M Albumin apoAI 
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In vitro BBB crossing of apoAI-HDL  

Different subclasses of apoAI-HDL were added to the apical 

compartment of the transwell system and their EP across the cell 

monolayer was estimated by measuring the apoAI content in the bottom 

compartment by ELISA assay for up to 3h. The results (Fig. 6) showed 

that discoidal HDL displayed higher EP values, compared to spherical 

ones (p=0.004) and to lipid-free apoAI (p=0.048).  

 

 

 

Figure 6. In vitro BBB crossing of different subclasses of human 

plasma HDL. The passage of different HDL subclasses across the 

hCMEC/D3 monolayer was estimated by quantifying apoA-I in the 

basolateral compartment of the transwell system at different incubation 

times (up to 3 h) by ELISA assay. Data were expressed as endothelial 

permeability (EP), calculated as described in the text. Lipid-free apoA-

I was used as control. The data are reported as the mean ± s.e.m. of 

triplicate experiments and compared by Student’s t-test, *= p<0.01. 
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Effect of apoAI lipidation on preformed Aβ fibrils  

The effect of apoAI lipidation on the disaggregation of preformed A 

fibrils was assessed by AFM and thioflavine T (ThT) assay24. A fibrils 

were incubated with apoAI in different lipidation state for up to 24 h 

and changes in the morphology of fibrils were followed by AFM 

imaging (Fig. 7). The results showed that, starting from mature A 

fibrils of comparable length (Fig. 7A, row 1), the incubation with 

spherical apoAI HDL did not induce significant changes in fibril 

morphology and concentration (Fig. 7A, column 2) compared to A 

fibrils alone (Fig. 7A, column 1). On the contrary, incubation with both 

the apoAI-HDL plasma pool (Fig. 7, column 3) and discoidal apoAI-

HDL (Fig. 7A, column 4) induces a strong time-dependent reduction of 

fibril concentration and extension.  

The percentage of pixels above the 1.5 nm threshold 

(determined as reported in Supplementary Fig. S1 and S2) normalized 

with respect to the starting point (value at t = 0 h) is reported for each 

sample at different times to obtain a quantitative analysis of AFM 

images. The results (Fig. 7B) demonstrate the superior capability of 

discoidal apoAI-HDL in disassembling preformed Aβ fibrils compared 

to spherical apoAI-HDL.  

The -sheet content of A fibril samples were analyzed using a 

ThT fluorescence assay and the results (Fig. 7C) showed that when 

fibrils are incubated alone, or with spherical apoAI-HDL, their -sheet 

content did not significantly change. On the contrary, the presence of 

apoAI-HDL plasma pool induces a 40% reduction of -sheet content in 

18 h, and there is an almost complete disruption of -sheet structures 

within 4 h in the presence of discoidal apoAI-HDL. 
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Figure 7. Disaggregation of preformed Aβ fibrils in the presence of 

HDL. (A) Representative AFM images of Aβ fibrils over time, 

incubated at 37°C either alone (column 1) or with different HDL 

subclasses: spherical HDL (column 2), total HDL plasma pool (column 

3), discoidal HDL (column 4).  Images are 4 x 4 µm2, 1024 x 1024 pixel, 

Z-scale 10 nm. (B) The normalized percentage of pixels with a height 

above a threshold of 1.5 nm (white pixel percentage) is reported for Aβ 

in the presence of the different HDL subclasses at different incubation 

times. Values are the average of pixels higher than the threshold over 

several images acquired on the same sample. Error bars represent s.d. 

Each sample is normalized to its respective starting point (value at t = 

0 h). (C) Thioflavine T fluorescence as a function of time in samples 

containing 2 µM Aβ fibrils alone (blue) or incubated with spherical 

HDL (green), total HDL pool (orange) or discoidal HDL (purple). The 

intensities were normalized to the respective zero-time intensity.  
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Discoidal apoAI-HDL induce a structural destabilization of Aβ  

The interaction between discoidal apoAI-HDL and Aβ17-42 was 

evaluated using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Protein 

structural stability was analyzed by monitoring the time evolution of 

the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) of Aβ17-42 in water and Aβ17-

42 in complex with apoAI. Three different replicas of the Aβ17-42 alone 

in water and in complex with apoAI were examined to increase the 

statistics of the MD data. It was observed that protein conformational 

stability was reasonably reached in the last 20 ns of the simulations 

(Supplementary Fig. S2). The apoAI-Aβ17-42 contact surface, 

characterized by protein-lipid (Aβ-1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine) and protein-protein (Aβ-apoAI) interactions, covers 

6.3 ± 2 nm2 of solvent accessible surface. The hydrophobic interaction 

plays a pivotal role in the contact area (Fig. S3). The visual inspection 

of the apoAI-Aβ17-42 complex through the MD simulation is reported in 

Fig. 8A and highlights the conformational destabilization of the Aβ17-42 

due to the interaction with apoAI.  

The previously highlighted conformational instability can be 

quantified by analyzing the fibril order parameter (ordP), as reported in 

Fig. 8B. A significantly decreased ordP value (ordP < 1 are typical of a 

distorted structure) was found in the case of apoAI-Aβ17-42 (ordP = 0.60 

± 0.02) compared to Aβ17-42 alone in water (ordP = 0.79 ± 0.02). The 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) provides another image, which 

highlights the large-scale and low frequency modes mainly related to 

the distortion of the Aβ fibril. After the alignment of the Aβ C- atoms, 

the covariance matrix was calculated and diagonalized for each 

simulated system (Aβ17-42 in water and Aβ17-42 in complex with apoAI).  
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The amplitude of the first Principal Component Vector, which takes 

into account more than 50% of the total variance of the protein motion, 

is reported in Fig. 8C, highlighting a marked increase in conformational 

fluctuations when Aβ17-42 is in complex with apoAI (eigvalPCA1 = 17) 

compared to Aβ17-42 alone in water (eigvalPCA1 = 5). Finally, a decreased 

-sheet content was observed by computing the secondary structures 

probabilities (Fig. 8D) along the Aβ fibril chains at the equilibrium, as 

previously described17-23.  
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Figure 8. Analysis of Aβ destabilization by discoidal apoA-I HDL 

obtained by MD simulations. (A) Visual inspection of the apoAI 

interaction with Aβ fibril at the beginning (t = 0 ns) and at the end (t = 

100 ns) of the MD simulation. The side-view and top-view 

representations are reported in the upper and lower panels respectively. 

Yellow represents Aβ17-42 and magenta represents apoA-I. The 

destabilization of Aβ fibril is described, reporting (B) the order 

parameter calculated at the equilibrium, (C) the eigenvalue of the first 

PCA vector, and (D) the β-sheet content of Aβ fibril alone in water and 

in complex with apoA-I.   
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3.5 DISCUSSION 

Considerable evidence suggests that plasma HDL, as well as having 

vasoprotective functions, could exert a protective role in AD1,2, but the 

mechanisms involved have not been thoroughly investigated. Since Aβ 

clearance from the brain, a way to possibly counteract the onset or 

progression of AD, partially occurs across the brain vasculature25, an 

important goal is to understand if and how plasma-derived circulating 

HDL might affect Aβ passage across the BBB.  

Considering previously published data about the ability of HDL 

and apoA-I to bind Aβ in vitro8,26,27 and reduce Aβ levels in the brains 

of AD animal models28, we hypothesized that plasma-derived HDL acts 

by accelerating the Aβ egress from the brain to the blood via the “sink 

effect”, as already speculated for different Aβ binding molecules or 

particles29. To investigate this issue, a simple BBB model was used, 

consisting of an hCMEC/D3 monolayer that separates a basolateral 

compartment (containing Aβ to mimic the AD brain16) from an apical 

one (containing different human HDL subclasses to mimic the blood).  

The results showed that the presence of apoAI in the apical 

compartment of the transwell system strongly enhanced the Aβ egress 

from the basolateral one. This effect is amplified by the lipidation state 

of apoAI, reaching the maximum A efflux when apoAI is adjusted in 

discoidal HDL. Contrarily, no effect on A efflux was detected when 

apoAI is in mature spherical HDL. These results suggest that the ‘sink 

effect’ is not due to the lipid portion of HDL, but is boosted by the 

conformation that apoAI takes, which depends on its lipidation state. In 

fact, the flexible apoA-I molecule has been previously shown to adapt 

its structural motif to stabilize the different HDL subclasses. Therefore, 
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we theorize that the plasma profile of HDL subclasses could differ 

between healthy and AD patients, thus affecting A clearance from the 

brain. A recent study showed that HDL from AD patients were less 

functional compared to HDL from healthy subjects30, supporting this 

idea. Moreover, the ability of apoAI to enhance the Aβ efflux from the 

basolateral compartment was superior respect to the other Aβ-binding 

plasma proteins tested (α2-macroglobulin, ApoE, albumin). This result 

is in agreement with the high binding affinity of apoAI for Aβ (kd = 6 

nM), compared to the other proteins tested (40 < kd < 400 nM)26,31,32. 

The determination of A binding affinity towards apoAI arranged in 

different HDL subclasses deserves further investigation.  

Since only small soluble Aβ assemblies, and not fibrils, are able 

to cross the endothelial monolayer and as apoAI is not synthetized in 

the brain35,36, the ability of apoAI-HDL to promote the A clearance 

from the brain should indicate their ability to cross the BBB and to 

disaggregate fibrils. Our results showed that when apoAI adjusted its 

structure in discoidal HDL, rather than in spherical ones, it is able to 

cross the BBB in vitro, probably via SR-BI receptor present at the BBB 

level, and expressed on hCMEC/D3 cells38. However, this is in contrast 

with the reported greater (50-fold) affinity of binding to SR-BI by the 

larger HDL particles compared to the smaller (discoidal HDL) ones39 

which exists due to the apoAI conformation. Nevertheless, our data 

together with data recently published using apoJ nanodiscs40 support 

the hypothesis that the affinity of apoAI to SR-BI is not enough to cross 

the BBB, and that the shape and size of HDL are additional determining 

factors. To the best of our knowledge, there are no data about the ability 

of different HDL subclasses to cross the BBB.  
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Finally, we investigate the effect of different apoAI-HDL 

subclasses on pre-formed A fibrils by AFM imaging, ThT assay and 

MD simulation. AFM imaging showed that the presence of discoidal 

apoAI-HDL strongly reduces the amount and concentration of long 

fibrils. This was confirmed by ThT assay, where a strong and rapid 

reduction of the -sheet content of fibrils was detected. The molecular 

modelling results highlighted the conformational destabilization of Aβ 

upon its interaction with apoAI when associated to discoidal HDL. A 

significant distortion of the fibril order and a decrease in the -sheet 

content was identified, clearly suggesting a key role played by discoidal 

apoAI-HDL in destabilizing the Aβ fibrils.  

Concerning the disaggregating ability of the total HDL plasma 

pool, it is worth noting that physiologically circulating HDL are 

composed of 15% discoidal nascent HDL, which is probably enough to 

maintain A in its soluble form.  

In summary, we can speculate that at earliest stages of AD, 

plasma apoAI-HDL may be involved in synergic activity with brain 

apoAI-HDL pool, whereby the central HDL pool maintains A in a 

soluble form, while the peripheral HDL pool enhances its efflux from 

the brain. These results contribute to previously published 

knowledge28,38,41 that could decipher the mechanism by which apoAI-

HDL exert their protective role in AD.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

Characterization of HDL by AFM imaging 

AFM measurements allow discrimination of the different geometrical 

appearances of the HDL subtypes through determination of their 

morphological characteristics. Considering the intrinsic tip convolution 

(finite size and specific geometry of the AFM cantilever tip) and the 

relatively small dimensions of the samples, discoidal and spherical 

HDL cannot be clearly distinguished by AFM imaging. However, these 

image limitations can be overcome by considering the shape of the 

height statistical distributions (Fig. 2C). Through AFM imaging, each 

(x, y) coordinate of the image is associated with the quantity z, which 

represents the measured height at the (x, y) coordinate. By analyzing 

the statistical distribution of heights for discoidal HDL (Fig. 2C, green), 

the distribution of the height values (4 - 25 nm) is significantly different 

from the height distribution of spherical HDL (Fig. 2C, red). Only 

heights > 4 nm are analyzed in order to eliminate the substrate 

contributions (heights too close to the mica surface i.e. z≈0). In order to 

quantify the resulting statistical outcomes, the normalized spherical 

HDL height histograms (Fig. 2C, red) were fitted into the formula 

theoretically predicted for a sphere: 

 

 ℎ(𝑥) = 𝑛0 (𝑅𝑠 + 2𝜋√𝑅𝑠
2 − 𝑥2).  

 

where 𝑛0 is the normalization factor and 𝑅𝑠 is the mean radius of the 

spheres (12.7 nm with a coefficient of determination 𝑅2=0.96).  
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For discoidal HDL (Fig. 2C, green), assuming deposition only with the 

disk bases parallel to the mica surface, the theoretical height distribution 

can be considered a δ-function centered on the disk’s average height 

ℎ𝐷. The height distribution is influenced by the tip convolution, the 

polydispersity of the sample, and the possible different deposition 

orientation of the disks. Since the data cannot be fitted to the δ-function, 

the maximum height of the distribution is considered as the mean disk’s 

height. To simplify the visualization of the maxima, the linear 

regression of the final part of the distribution is shown (Fig. 2C). Using 

this procedure, the average height value for discoidal HDL is 12.9 nm. 

Height distribution statistical analysis is successful in discriminating 

between different HDL subtypes, which exhibit comparable radial 

projections. 
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Interaction of discoidal HDL with Aβ by computational modelling  

 
Figure S1. Protein structural stability by MD. C-alpha/C-alpha Root 

Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) plot computed for each replica of the 

Aβ17-42 and apoA-I-Aβ17-42 molecular systems. Protein conformational 

stability was reasonably reached in the last 20 ns of the simulations. 
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From images to numbers: quantification by using a height 

threshold 

By applying a threshold to every AFM image, it is possible to measure 

the number of pixels whose height was above this threshold (white 

pixels). The number of white pixels is directly proportional to the total 

quantity of Aβ aggregated in fibrils in the field of view (Fig. S2, which 

represents Fig. 7 after a threshold application of 1.5 nm).  

  

 
Figure S2. A fixed height threshold (1.5 nm) applied to the 

representative AFM images in Fig. 7. This process allows 

quantification of the percentage of white pixels (pixels above a certain 

threshold), which is correlated to fibril crowding (total length and 

number). 
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Figure S3. Interaction between Aβ17-42 and apoA-I evaluated by 

MD. Histogram of the apoAI-Aβ17-42 contact surface characterized by 

a) protein-protein, i.e. Aβ-apoAI, and b) protein-lipid, i.e. Aβ-DMPC 

contact surface. In both cases, the hydrophobic contribution plays a 

major role in driving the apoAI-Aβ17-42 interaction. 
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Figure S4. A) Representative height histogram of an AFM image of 

fibrils. Two peaks are visible, one corresponding to the mica surface 

(black Gaussian fit), and one corresponding to the fibrils (magenta 

Gaussian fit). Four possible height threshold values are indicated: 0.5 

nm (blue), 1 nm (yellow), 1.5 nm (red), 2 nm (green). B) Percentage of 

pixels above a fixed height threshold (white pixels) as a function of the 

incubation time of Aβ with discoidal HDL at 37°C, evaluated using 4 

different thresholds (0.5 nm in blue, 1 nm in yellow, 1.5 nm in red, 2 

nm in green). C) Normalized percentage of white pixels above a fixed 

height threshold as a function of the incubation time of Aβ with 

discoidal HDL at 37°C, evaluated using 4 different thresholds (0.5 nm 

A) 
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in blue, 1 nm in yellow, 1.5 nm in red, 2 nm in green). Normalization is 

calculated with respect to the t = 0 h sample.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

The Ability of Liposomes, Tailored for Blood-Brain Barrier 

Targeting, to Reach the Brain is Dramatically Affected by the 

Disease State 

Roberta Dal Magro, Alysia Cox, Vanessa Zambelli, Simona Mancini, 

Massimo Masserini, Francesca Re 

Nanomedicine (London), 2018; 13(6):585-594 

Highlights 

The majority of in vitro and in vivo models of the BBB represent the 

healthy state or are not complex enough to accurately match the human 

pathology of specific diseases. The testing of NPs in such limited 

models restricts their translational potential. This chapter explores if the 

ability of nanoparticles, specifically designed for brain targeting, to 

cross the BBB depends on the disease or age state. This research is 

important for the thoughtful analysis of NPs in vitro and in vivo and to 

maximize their successful application to humans.  
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4.1 ABSTRACT 

Aim: To investigate if and how the ability of liposomes, previously 

designed for Alzheimer’s therapy, to reach the brain changes in 

aging/pathological conditions with respect to the healthy state. 

Methods: Biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of liposomes in young 

or aged healthy mice and in an Alzheimer’s mouse model were 

measured by radiochemical techniques. The expression of brain 

receptors and structural proteins was evaluated by Western blot. 

Results: At equal blood levels, the amount and integrity of liposomes 

in the brain were dramatically lower in Alzheimer’s or aged mice, with 

respect to young animals. These differences are likely attributable to 

molecular alterations in the brain vasculature.  

Conclusion: Brain alterations in pathology or aging should be 

considered in the design of drug delivery systems for brain targeting.  
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

The blood–brain barrier (BBB) is a highly complex multicellular 

structure that protects the brain from harmful substances and invading 

organisms from the bloodstream, supplying brain tissue with nutrients 

and controlling its homeostasis [1]. Diffusion across the BBB is strictly 

limited by multiple transporters, metabolic enzymes and complex 

junctional structures, which prevent the paracellular diffusion of 

hydrophilic blood-borne substances larger than 0.6 kDa [2]. The 

development of new strategies to treat brain diseases is one of the most 

challenging research areas, considering the low drug accessibility to the 

brain due to the presence of the BBB [3]. 

In several high incidence brain pathologies, such as stroke, brain 

infections, Alzheimer’s (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD), the BBB is 

altered [4]. The failure to maintain the specialized BBB components 

make it more permeable, allowing the entry of molecules that can 

promote neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration [5]. However, even 

if damaged and more permeable, the BBB can pose serious challenges 

to drug delivery into the brain. 

Nanoparticles (NPs), liposomes included, are considered one of 

the most promising and versatile drug delivery systems to inaccessible 

regions such as the brain, as they can protect therapeutic agents while 

efficiently delivering them into the damaged areas. Several NP 

formulations have been effective in crossing the BBB in healthy 

animals, mainly when they are modified with BBB targeting ligands 

[3,6]. Nevertheless, it is important to consider that the BBB 

modifications in pathology could alter the NPs performance in reaching 

the brain from the periphery. Indeed, the evaluation of the NPs ability 
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to reach the brain in disease states could give important information in 

order to design new and innovative formulations capable of 

successfully targeting damaged areas in the brain [6,7]. 

Within this frame, we have previously synthesized and fully 

characterized multifunctional liposomes (modified [m] apolipoprotein 

E [apoE] receptor-binding domain - phosphatidic acid [PA] liposomes 

[LIP] – mApoE-PA-LIP) for the treatment of AD. These liposomes are 

dually functionalized with a synthetic peptide (mApoE; 

CWGLRKLRKRLLR), containing the receptor-binding domain of 

apolipoprotein-E for the BBB targeting and crossing, and with 

phosphatidic acid (PA), as a β-amyloid (Aβ) binding ligand [8,9]. The 

ability of mApoE-PA-LIP to cross the BBB both in vitro, using BBB 

transwell models, and in vivo, in healthy mouse models, has already 

been shown [10,11]. These liposomes destabilize brain Aβ aggregates, 

promoting their removal across the BBB via the ‘sink’ effect, thus 

ameliorating the memory impairment of aged symptomatic AD mouse 

models [11]. Moreover, mApoE-PA-LIP delay the phenotype 

progression and prevent the memory impairment in a presymptomatic 

stage mouse model of AD [12]. As most research assessing NPs ability 

to cross the BBB is performed using in vitro BBB models or healthy 

young animals, without considering the BBB status, the aim of this 

study is to compare the in vivo biodistribution of mApoE-PA-LIP in the 

healthy and diseased state, in other words, AD, raising awareness in the 

scientific community about its importance. 
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4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Sm, Chol, mal-PEG-PE and PA were purchased from Avanti Polar 

Lipids, Inc. (AL, USA). The Thermobarrel Extruder was from Lipex 

Biomembranes (BC, Canada). Ultrapure and deionized water were 

obtained from Direct-Q5n system (Millipore, Italy). mApoE 

(CWGLRKLRKRLLR-NH2) was purchased from DBA Italia (Segrate, 

Italy). [3H] Sphingomyelin, [14C] PA, Ultima Gold scintillation cocktail 

and Solvable tissue solubilizer were from PerkinElmer (Italy). All other 

chemicals were of analytical grade and were obtained from either 

Sigma–Aldrich (Milan, Italy) or Merck (Milan, Italy). 

 

Animals 

All procedures involving animals and their care were conducted 

according to European Union (EEC Council Directive 86/609, OJ L 

358, 1; 12 December 1987) and Italian (D.L. n.116, G.U. suppl. 40, 18 

February 1992) laws and policies, and in accordance with the United 

States Department of Agriculture Animal Welfare Act and the National 

Institutes of Health (MA, USA) policy on Humane Care and Use of 

Laboratory Animals. 

Six to eight week old healthy Balb/c male mice (five 

mice/group; Charles-River, Italy) were used to mimic young healthy 

conditions. Twelve-month-old APP/PS1 transgenic (Tg) male mice 

(five mice/group; B6C3-Tg[APPswe,PSEN1dE9]85Dbo/Mmjax mice; 

The Jackson Laboratory) were used as an AD-like model. Twelve 

months old wildtype male littermates from the same colony as the Tg 

mice (five mice/group; The Jackson Laboratory) were used to mimic 
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aged healthy conditions. Untreated 6–8 week old healthy Balb/c male 

mice (Charles-River, Italy) were used as a control (brains were used to 

measure the basal levels of brain and BBB macromolecules; plasma 

was used to assess the stability of liposomes). 

For biodistribution and pharmacokinetics experiments, 5–10 

animals for each of the analyzed variables was considered to be the 

minimum number necessary to guarantee valid and significant results, 

taking into account the need to minimize the use of animals. This 

number of animals was calculated using the site 

http://www.stat.ubc.ca/∼rollin/stats/ssize/ (power 80% e; p =0.05) and 

a minimum number of animals equal to n=5 for each experimental 

condition was obtained, in agreement with previous similar studies [13–

15]. 

 

Liposome preparation and characterization 

mApoE-PA-LIP were prepared as described previously [10,11]. 

Briefly, liposomes composed of sphingomyelin, cholesterol, PA and 

maleimide-PEG-lipid (46.25:46.25:5:2.5 molar ratio) were prepared in 

10 mM phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) by extrusion procedure 

through polycarbonate membranes with 100 nm diameter pores to 

obtain unilamellar vesicles. 1.8 × 105 dpm/μl of each radiolabeled 

tracer, [14C]-PA and [3H]-sphingomyelin was added as tracers to follow 

the mApoE-PA-LIP biodistribution in vivo by radioactivity counting 

[10]. Liposomes were incubated with mApoE peptide (1.2:1, 

peptide:lipid molar ratio) in phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) at room 

temperature o/n, in order to form the thio-ether bond between the cys 

of the peptide and the maleimide on liposome surface. After incubation, 
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free mApoE peptide was removed by PD-10 column [8,9]. mApoE 

attached on the liposomes surface was quantified fluorometrically (λex 

= 495 nm; λem = 592 nm) [8,9] and phospholipid content was 

quantified by Stewart Assay [16] or by measuring the radioactive lipids 

recovery by liquid scintillation counting using a Tri-Carb 2200 CA 

Liquid scintillation analyzer (Packard).  

Size and polydispersity index (PDI) were analyzed by dynamic 

light scattering (DLS) technique (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, 

NY, USA), as described previously [17]. ζ-potential was determined by 

using an interferometic Doppler velocimetry with the same instrument 

equipped with ZetaPALS device. Liposome stability was determined by 

following the size and PDI in physiological buffer by DLS for 7 days, 

and by measuring the calcein release from liposomes in physiological 

buffer and in mouse plasma following the procedure already described 

[18]. 

 

Pharmacokinetics & Biodistribution 

A total of 100 μl of 15 mM (total lipid concentration) radiolabeled 

mApoE-PA-LIP or PA-LIP was administered by intraperitoneal 

injection to mice, as previously described [11]. A total of 3, 6 or 24 h 

after injection, mice were sacrificed by an overdose of isoflurane, which 

leads to breathing arrest within 1 min. Blood was collected by cardiac 

puncture. Brain, liver, spleen and kidney were dissected, rinsed with 

PBS to wash away blood attached around the organs and weighed. A 

total of 0.1 g of each tissue or 100 μl of blood, in triplicate, were 

solubilized by digestion in 1 ml Solvable at 55 °C in a water bath for 2 

h and cooled to room temperature, as described [19]. Three aliquots of 
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300 μl with 30% H2O2 were added to samples for decolorization. 

Radioactivity was measured by liquid scintillation counting [10,11]. 

Data were expressed as % of injected dose on total organ 

weight/volume ± SD and analyzed by Student’s t-test. The possible 

radioactivity derived from the blood was subtracted from the 

radioactivity values measured in the brain (-5% of measured 

radioactivity) [19]. A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically 

significant. Experiments were done at least in triplicate. 

 

Western Blot Analysis 

Half brains were homogenized in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl 

pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, 1 

mM dithiothreitol and 2% protease inhibitor. After centrifugation at 

16,000 × g for 20 min at 4 °C, the supernatant was retained and total 

protein content was quantified by bicinchoninic acid assay (Pierce BCA 

Protein Assay Kit, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Milan, Italy). 

SDS-PAGE was carried out on an aliquot of the supernatant 

containing 100 μg of total proteins using 4–12% NuPAGE Bis-Tris gel 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose 

membrane. Membranes were blocked with PBS-Tween 20 containing 

5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin for 2 h, at RT and then incubated o/n 

at 4 °C with the primary antibodies: rabbit anti low-density lipoprotein 

receptor (LDL-R) 1:1000, mouse anti-LDL-R-related protein-1 (LRP-

1) 1:1000, rabbit anti-receptor for advanced glycation endproducts 

(RAGE) 1:1000 and mouse anti-claudin-5 (CLD-5)-Alex Fluor 488 

1:200 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). After washing, blots were incubated 

for 2 h with the appropriate secondary antibody (horseradish 
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peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse 1:20,000, horseradish 

peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit 1:20,000; Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) diluted in PBS-Tween 20/5% bovine serum albumin and 

proteins were visualized with enhanced chemiluminescence by 

Amersham Imager 600 (GE Healthcare Srl, Milan, Italy). CLD-5 bands 

were visualized by fluorescence detection by Amersham Imager 600 

(GE Healthcare). Proteins bands were analyzed using NIH Image J 

software. All the data have been normalized to β-actin (mouse anti-β-

actin, 1:1500, Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
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4.4 RESULTS 

Characterization of liposomes 

The total lipid recovery (9 ± 1.3 mg lipids/ml) after extrusion was 

>90%. DLS results showed that, under physiological conditions (pH 

7.4; 37°C), the final preparations of liposomes had a size <120 nm, 

were monodisperse (PDI <1), and negatively charged (Figure 1A). The 

liposomes size (PA-LIP), which slightly increases (+9%) after surface 

functionalization with mApoE, remained constant within the 

experimental error for up to 7 days (data not shown). The release of 

calcein incorporated in liposomes was 10 ± 3% in 50 h in physiological 

buffer (pH 7.4; 37°C) and 12 ± 4 in 50 h in mouse plasma. 

The blue shift in the emission of mApoE peptide when coupled 

to liposomes is generally observed when tryptophan is transferred into 

a less polar environment or becomes motionally restricted. The yield of 

liposome surface functionalization with mApoE peptide (Figure 1B), 

determined by following the Trp fluorescence, was 65 ± 12%, 

according to data already published [8,9]. Considering that ∼70,000 

lipids are in the outer layer of a 120-nm diameter LIP containing 2.5 

mol% of mal-PEG-PE, with a coupling efficiency of ∼65%, the mApoE 

density after incubation is of ∼1150 peptide molecules per single 

liposome, according to previous results [8,9]. 
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Figure 1. Characterization of liposomes. (A) Size, polydispersity 

(PDI) and ζ-potential values of PA-LIP and mApoE-PA-LIP 

determined by dynamic light scattering. (B) Fluorescent spectra of Trp-

mApoE peptide in solution (red line), after incubation with LIP (dark 

line), or after mApoE-PA-LIP purification (dark dotted line). 

 

Biodistribution & pharmacokinetics of mApoE-PA-LIP 

We investigated the biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of dual 

radiolabeled mApoE-PA-LIP in young and aged healthy mice and in 

aged AD-like mice. A total of 3, 6 or 24 h after intraperitoneal injection, 

the radioactivity in different tissues was measured. The results showed 

that the distribution of radioactivity was comparable among all the 

animal groups tested. Six hours after injection the blood contained 25 ± 
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7% (mean of different animal models) of the injected radioactivity, 

while liver, spleen and kidneys (taken together) contained 18.5 ± 7.2% 

(mean of different animal models) of the injected dose (Figure 2A). 

These data are comparable to those previously obtained [10,11] in 

healthy young mice. Radioactivity data presented do not reach 100% of 

administered radioactivity because not all animal organs have been 

analyzed. Pharmacokinetics of mApoE-PA-LIP in the blood showed 

that their half-life is about 18 h with a clearance of 1.65 × 10-6 ml/min 

(Figure 2B), with no significant differences between experimental 

groups. 

Interestingly, comparing the amount of radioactivity in the 

brains of different animal models, the highest values were detected in 

the brains of young healthy mice when compared with aged ones, either 

healthy or diseased (p < 0.01) (Figure 2C). 

A noteworthy result is that the ratio between the two radiotracers 

of the injected mApoE-PA-LIP preparation was comparable to the ratio 

detected in the brains of young healthy mice, suggesting that mApoE-

PA-LIP reach the brain in an intact form. On the contrary, the different 

ratio detected in the brain of aged mice, both healthy and AD-like, 

suggests that liposomes are only partially intact when they reach the 

brain under these conditions (Figure 2D). The ratio of the two 

radiotracers in peripheral tissues was comparable to that of the injected 

mApoE-PA-LIP (p < 0.05). 

In healthy young mice, the brain-to-blood ratio of radioactivity, 

calculated 6 h after injection, was 1.37 ml/g and 5.8 ml/g for PA-LIP 

and mApoE-PA-LIP respectively. In Tg mice the ratio was 0.75 and 3.1 

for PA-LIP and mApoE-PA-LIP, respectively. 
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Figure 2. In vivo biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of mApoE-

PA-LIP. Radiolabeled mApoE-PA-LIP were administered by 

intraperitoneal injection (100 μl of 15 mM total lipids containing 1.8 × 

105 dpm/μl of [3H]-sphingomyelin and 1.8 × 105 dpm/μl of [14C]-

phosphatidic acid) in healthy aged mice (10-month old non-transgenic 

mice), AD aged mice (transgenic APP/PS1 mice), or healthy young 

mice (6–8 weeks old healthy Balb/c mice). Three, 6, or 24 h after 

injection mice were sacrificed and the radioactivity in blood, liver, 

spleen and kidneys was measured by liquid scintillation counting. The 

results are expressed as % of injected [3H]-sphingomyelin 

radioactivity/organ weight or volume ± SD measured in different 

tissues (n = 5 mice/experimental group). (A) Biodistribution of mApoE-

PA-LIP 6 h after injection in different tissues. Results are expressed as 

the mean of the different animal models used. (B) Pharmacokinetics of 

mApoE-PA-LIP in the blood at different times after injection. (C) 
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Pharmacokinetics of mApoE-PA-LIP in the brain at different times 

after injection. (D) % of radioactivity of two radiotracers embedded in 

mApoE-PA-LIP measured before the injection (administered mApoE-

PA-LIP) and in the brain of the different animal models 6 h after 

injection. All the results are expressed as % of injected [3H]-

sphingomyelin radioactivity/organ weight (or total blood volume) ± SD 

measured. Data were analyzed by Student’s t-test and a p-value < 0.05 

was considered significant (n = 5 mice/experimental group). *p < 0.05 

versus administered mApoE-PA-LIP. 

 

LDL-R, LRP-1, RAGE & CLD-5 expression in the mouse brains 

To understand whether the differing ability of liposomes to reach the 

brain after peripheral injection is attributable to the different brain 

status, BBB features included, the expression of selected proteins 

involved in the brain and BBB functionality was measured in the mouse 

brain homogenates by WB analysis. Untreated Balb/c mice (2 mice) 

were used representative of the brain and BBB healthiness. 

The results (Figure 3A & B) showed that the expression of LDL-

R, LRP-1, RAGE and CLD-5 changes with the aging in healthy mice 

and between the healthy and AD status in aged animals. In particular, 

the results showed that levels of receptors, which are expressed also at 

the BBB level, decreased in the case of LRP-1 (-70 ± 3%) and increased 

in the case of RAGE (+34 ± 4%) in AD mice compared with young and 

old healthy mice. Levels of LDL-R tend to decrease in healthy aged 

mice and significantly decrease in AD mice (-38 ± 5%) with respect to 

young healthy mice. Finally, levels of CLD-5, a protein of endothelial 

tight junctions, tend to increase with aging, with CLD-5 levels 
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increasing twofold in aged AD mice compared with healthy young 

mice. The calculation of correlation index between the levels of brain 

macromolecules and the amount of liposome-associated radioactivity 

in the brain of different mouse models used showed that these two 

variables are strongly correlated. In particular, CLD-5 and RAGE are 

inversely correlated with the amount of liposomes in the brain (r = -

0.98; r = -0.94), while LDL-R and LRP-1 are directly correlated (r = 

+0.99; r = +0.91). No significant differences in the LDL-R, LRP-1, 

RAGE and CLD-5 levels have been detected between treated and 

untreated healthy young mice. 
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Figure 3. Assessment of the brain transporters, receptors and 

structural proteins by WB. After treatment with mApoE-PA-LIP, 
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animals were sacrificed and half brains were homogenized. An aliquot 

of the total brain homogenate, containing 100 μg of total proteins, was 

analyzed by SDS-PAGE/WB. LDL-R, LRP-1, RAGE and CLD-5 were 

analyzed by immunoblotting followed by enhanced chemiluminescence 

or fluorescence detection. (A) Representative blots of macromolecules 

in the brains of treated mice are shown. In the inset, blots of 

macromolecules in the brains of untreated Balb/c mice are shown. (B) 

The intensity of chemiluminescent or fluorescent bands was 

semiquantitatively estimated by Amersham Imager 600 and expressed 

as the ratio between the intensity of the spot of interest and the intensity 

of β-actin bands. Data are mean ± SD and compared by Student’s t-test. 

(C) Correlation between the levels of brain macromolecules and 

amount of mApoE-PA-LIP in the brain of different mouse models used. 

CLD-5: Claudin 5; LDL-R: Low-density lipoprotein receptor; LRP-1: 

LDL-R-related protein-1; RAGE: Receptor for advanced glycation end 

products; WB: Western blot. 
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4.5 DISCUSSION 

Currently, the BBB status is often not properly considered in the design 

of drugs or drug delivery systems targeting the brain. Even if drugs are 

normally tested in relevant animal models of disease for their 

therapeutic efficacy, preliminary experiments devoted to improve their 

context-dependent BBB targeting potentiality are often neglected. 

Within this frame, the present study aimed to compare the extent of 

liposome mobility across the BBB after peripheral injection, in 

physiological and pathological (i.e., AD) conditions. For this purpose 

we utilized multifunctional liposomes that were previously designed 

and characterized for the treatment of AD [11,12] and are able to reach 

the brain in vivo. These liposomes were functionalized with PA, as an 

Aβ ligand, and with mApoE, for the BBB targeting, following the 

procedure previously described [11,12]. These liposomes were 

characterized and the results showed that the liposomes size increased 

after mApoE coupling, indicating their successful functionalization. 

This was also confirmed by the blue shift in the emission of Trp-mApoE 

peptide, when coupled to liposomes. However, even after liposomes 

functionalization their average diameter remains below 120 nm. This 

particle dimension has been shown to be suitable to cross the BBB, 

since a clear inverse correlation between NP size and BBB penetration 

has been shown [21,22]. The negative ζ-potential values and the low 

PDI of liposomes are indicative of liposomes stability due to 

electrostatic repulsion, reducing the risk of their aggregation [8,9]. 

It could be questionable the use of liposomes for the purpose of 

this paper due to their possible instability depending on their 

environment. The measurement of size by DLS and of calcein release 
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from liposomes over time in physiological conditions showed that 

liposomes are stable, making them suitable to be used for the aim of 

this investigation. 

After characterization, these liposomes were administered to 

healthy (young and aged) or diseased (aged AD APP/PS1 mouse 

model) mice by intraperitoneal injection. This administration route, 

largely utilized especially in mice for practical reasons, facilitates the 

slow introduction of liposomes to the bloodstream, which is an 

important condition for therapy in AD treatment [12,23]. Moreover, it 

has been already shown that the amount of liposome-associated 

radioactivity that reaches the brain 3 h after injection is similar between 

three different administration routes: intravenous, intraperitoneal or 

intratracheal [12,24]. 

The results showed that mApoE-PA-LIP-associated 

radioactivity reaches the brain of the different animal models tested in 

different amounts, with the highest values measured in young healthy 

mice. The amount of radioactivity reaching the brain was dramatically 

reduced in aged and AD mice, suggesting that the brain and its 

vasculature could strongly affect the liposomes performance in brain 

targeting, affecting their therapeutic efficacy. Moreover, the results 

showed that the liposome-associated radioactivity tends to accumulate 

in the mouse brains, in agreement with data already reported [11,12,24]. 

Considering the peripheral toxicity of apoE and its enhancing effect on 

Aβ aggregation, it could be questionable the use of these device for AD 

therapy. Therefore, it is important to highlight that mApoE peptide 

herein used is derived from the receptor-binding domain of apoE (141–

150 a.a.), which is not able to bind Aβ, and not from the apoE domain 
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involved in the interaction with Aβ (200–299 a.a.) [25]. Moreover, 

already published results showed that the mice treatment with mApoE-

PA-LIP has no effect on brain hepatic functions [12]. 

An indication of mApoE-PA-LIP integrity (or disruption) was 

obtained by comparing the ratio of the two radiotracers embedded in 

the original liposome preparation (injected mApoE-PA-LIP) to the 

radioactivity measured in different organs. Though this approach gives 

indirect information about the liposome integrity, it is commonly 

utilized in the literature [10,12,26,27]. The results suggest that mApoE-

PA-LIP reach the brain in an intact form only in young healthy mice. 

Even if the AD-like features are detectable in APP/PS1 Tg mice starting 

from 8 to 10 months of age, it would be interesting to investigate how 

the amount of mApoE-PA-LIP that reaches the brain changes in 

younger AD mice. It has been recently shown that at 4–5-month-old, 

APP/PS1 Tg mice display microvascular ultrastructural changes [28]. 

It is possible that these alterations could affect the liposomes passage 

across the BBB. This issue deserves further investigation.  

Altogether, our results suggest that the conventional PK/PD 

experiments with NPs designed to target the brain can only be reliable 

when carried out in the correct physiopathological model. 

Concerning the reasons for the differences detected, it is likely 

that age-related physiological or pathological changes in the CNS, BBB 

included [5,29], could affect the brain-targeting performance of 

mApoE-PA-LIP. Indeed, our results showed alterations in the brain 

expression of receptors and structural proteins under the different 

conditions investigated, which are not attributable to the mice treatment 

because LDL-R, LRP-1, RAGE and CLD-5 brain levels were 
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comparable to those of untreated mice. In particular, we found a 

decrease of LRP-1 and LDL-R in AD mice compared with young and 

old healthy mice. These receptors are likely involved in the mechanism 

of BBB crossing by mApoE-PA-LIP, as already suggested [10]. 

Therefore, the decrease in their brain levels could be responsible for the 

reduction of mApoE-PA-LIP radioactivity in the brain of AD-like mice. 

Our previous results about the in vivo biodistribution of mApoE-PA-

LIP [10,11] in healthy mice showed that the presence of mApoE (as a 

BBB targeting ligand) on liposomes surface increased their ability to 

reach the brain. Here, in order to evaluate if this also occurs in Tg mice, 

where the BBB is altered, we compared the radioactivity in the brain of 

young and AD-like mice after administration of PA-LIP. The brain-to-

blood ratio, an excellent way of evaluating brain-targeting efficiency of 

neurotherapeutics [30], showed that, to a lesser extent, the presence of 

mApoE on liposomes surface improves their ability to reach the brain. 

Therefore, we speculate that the therapeutic effectiveness of these 

liposomes in AD could be influenced by the brain vasculature status.  

Since the alterations of the levels of brain and BBB 

macromolecules strongly correlates with the ability of liposomes to 

reach the brain, the identification of the BBB changes in aging and 

disease conditions is essential to improve the design of drug delivery 

systems and to deepen the knowledge of the disease pathophysiology. 

This paper documents partial research resulting from an ongoing study 

with the aim to study the BBB evolution in a diseased state. To this 

purpose, our preliminary results showed that the expression level of 

RAGE, which controls the Aβ influx from the blood to the brain [31], 

increased in AD-like mice compared with young and old healthy mice, 
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in agreement with the knowledge that RAGE expression is upregulated 

by Aβ in AD patients and animal models [32]. Moreover, our results 

showed that levels of CLD-5, mainly expressed by brain endothelial 

cells [33], tend to increase with the aging and with AD pathology. It is 

known that in AD, Aβ peptide might alter the BBB integrity by acting 

on TJs protein complexes, in particular from the structural point of 

view. A decrease in occludin and ZO-1 expression and an increase of 

claudins levels (CLD-1 and CLD-5) has been reported in aging and AD 

[34], in agreement with the results presented here. Unfortunately, the 

isolation of the BBB from adult mice is a difficult procedure that 

requires a lot of animals. It is clear that detailed BBB analysis on both 

a structural and functional level deserves further investigation. 
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The evolution of the BBB features connected to aging and/or 

pathological conditions should be considered for more effective design 

of nanodelivery systems for brain targeting. Taking advantage of the 

current knowledge on BBB impairment, for example the higher 

expression of RAGE in AD or lactoferrin in PD, it is feasible to design 

a strategy for more effective drug delivery into damaged brain areas. In 

this context, we are developing an in vitro BBB model that reflects 

alterations in the AD state thanks to the NAB3 project (Development 

of a Novel multicellular in vitro model of AD-like BBB), funded by 

JPND Research Programme. This will represent a novel and highly 

valuable tool for drug design and testing. 
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4.7 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 The blood–brain barrier protects the brain from harmful 

substances, but limits drug accessibility to the brain from the 

blood. 

 Nanoparticles represent the most promising drug delivery 

system to target the brain, but their ability to reach the brain in 

a disease state should be taken into account. 

 Radiolabeled liposomes, designed for brain targeting, were 

administered to young or aged healthy mice and to an 

Alzheimer’s mouse model to study biodistribution and 

pharmacokinetics. 

 The amount and integrity of liposomes in the brain were 

dramatically lower in Alzheimer’s mice and aged mice with 

respect to young animals. 

 Brain levels of receptors and blood–brain barrier structural 

proteins are different in aging and pathological conditions when 

compared with healthy models. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Summary, Conclusions and  

Future Perspectives   
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Neurodegeneration is the hallmark of an increasingly prevalent group 

of disorders that generally lack therapeutic and curative options. The 

high socio-economic burden of neurodegenerative diseases means that 

it is essential to explore new, dynamic technologies for effective 

treatment.  

The major obstacle to effective pharmacological treatment of 

neurodegenerative disorders is the blood-brain barrier (BBB), a highly 

efficient, selectively permeable network of cells and mechanisms to 

protect the central nervous system (CNS) from toxic substances in the 

peripheral circulation. Nanomedicine offers a unique and promising 

role in crossing the BBB to deliver therapeutic and/or diagnostic agents 

to the brain. Functionalization of nanoparticles (NPs) is postulated to 

ensure efficient targeting, in order to optimize drug delivery, 

therapeutic outcomes, and reduce peripheral side effects, particularly of 

drugs that do not normally penetrate the BBB [1].  

Within this frame, the knowledge of the features that influence 

the passage of NP across the BBB are critical. For instance, the 

identification of appropriate ligands targeting the BBB is an essential 

part of NP formulation. Furthermore, the presence of the protein corona, 

a layer of physiological proteins that bind to NPs upon in vivo 

administration, may affect the NP-BBB interaction. Therefore, 

knowledge of corona-NP interactions is vital in NP design. 

Here, in Chapter 2, the dynamic nature of the protein corona 

upon crossing a transwell model of the BBB was demonstrated. For the 

first time it was shown that the protein corona changes quantitatively 

and qualitatively after passage through the in vitro BBB. Furthermore, 

the BBB-permeant corona is stable after crossing. This information 
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offers new insight into the biological processes that affect NPs in vivo, 

and should be taken into consideration when designing BBB-targeting 

nanodevices.  

In more detail, thirteen corona proteins were found to be 

enriched in the “brain-side” with respect to the “blood-side”, indicating 

their preferential ability to enter the in vitro brain when bound to NPs. 

In particular, albumin, α2-macroglobulin, and α2-HS-glycoprotein are 

highly abundant in the blood-side and brain-side corona, and show 

enrichment. These physiological proteins could theoretically be used as 

ligands for NP functionalization, forming an “artificial corona” able to 

increase BBB-penetrating capabilities, a line of research currently 

under investigation. The use of physiological proteins, particularly 

those that normally cross the BBB, albeit in small amounts, offers many 

benefits, including a reduced chance of neurotoxicity or immunogenic 

side effects that could occur with synthetic materials.  

As mentioned, one promising corona protein identified was 

albumin, the most abundant serum protein, which is known to cross the 

in vivo BBB in healthy conditions [2], and in higher quantities after 

traumatic brain injury [3], in Huntington disease [4], diabetes and 

dementia [5]. Another enriched protein is α2-macroglobulin, a broad 

spectrum antiprotease that also crosses the healthy BBB [6] and is a 

biomarker for multiple sclerosis (MS) [7]. In MS patients, an increase 

in the protein is seen in the cerebro-spinal fluid of patients with 

relapsing-remitting, secondary progressive, and primary progressive 

forms of MS when compared to healthy controls, making it a useful tool 

in effective diagnosis of the disease. Furthermore, the fact that it is able 

to cross the BBB in this disease state indicates that it may be useful in 
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promoting targeted drug delivery specifically in MS patients. Its anti-

inflammatory effects are also promising in treating neurological 

conditions that are coupled with increased local or generalized 

inflammation [8]. Finally, Fetuin A, also known as α2-HS-glycoprotein, 

is predominantly found in fetal serum where it prevents tissue 

calcification [9]. It can cross the BBB during ischemic injury [10]. 

Though albumin has previously proved useful in helping nanoparticles 

to cross the BBB [11], the use of α2-macroglobulin or fetuin A for this 

purpose has never been investigated, and is a promising strategy for 

BBB targeting.  

It should be noted that protein functionalization of NPs could 

significantly increase these protein levels in the brain. The risks 

associated with dramatically altering protein homeostasis in the CNS 

should be carefully explored in vivo using healthy and diseased models 

of the BBB. Another factor that may influence the future use of such 

proteins is competition with endogenous proteins. As albumin and α2-

macroglobulin normally pass through the healthy BBB and in certain 

disease states, and both proteins are highly abundant in the blood, 

competition with circulating proteins may limit the amount of protein-

functionalized NPs that cross the BBB by receptor-mediated pathways. 

The contribution of NPs to the effective treatment of 

neurodegenerative diseases does not necessarily imply the passage of 

NPs from the blood to the brain. For instance, in the case of beta-

amyloid (Aβ) peptide, which plays a pivotal role in AD pathogenesis 

[12, 13],  the “sink effect” theory postulates that removal of Aβ from 

the peripheral circulation induces efflux of excess Aβ from the brain, 

decreasing the amyloid burden and ameliorating AD symptoms [14, 
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15]. Chapter 3 documents a possible way to destabilize Aβ and enhance 

its efflux from the brain, using a physiological type of NP, namely high-

density lipoproteins (HDL). A protective role of plasma HDL and 

apolipoprotein A-I (apoA-I) has been speculated, and this knowledge 

was employed to analyze their effect on Aβ efflux from the brain. Here, 

it was demonstrated that discoidal HDL could strongly enhance efflux 

of Aβ from the “brain” to the “blood” of an in vitro model of the BBB. 

This efflux effect was stronger than that of other HDL subtypes, 

possibly due to its high protein:lipid ratio. This research suggests that 

alterations of HDL levels or its subclass profiles in AD patients could 

lead to reduced Aβ brain clearance.  

The specific role of apoA-I, a major component of HDL, on the 

sink effect theory was also examined. Aβ efflux from the in vitro brain 

was strongly enhanced by the presence of apoA-I in the “blood”, more 

than α2-macroglobulin, apoE, or albumin. This may be due to its high 

binding affinity for Aβ (Kd = 6 nM). Furthermore, the lipidation state 

of apoA-I affected its ability to clear Aβ across the in vitro BBB model. 

In the discoidal conformation, apoA-I associated to HDL could distort 

and destabilize Aβ fibrils, reduce β-sheet content and fibril 

concentration. This activity may allow fibrils, normally too large to 

cross the BBB, to be cleared from the brain. This data elucidates a role 

for HDL and apoA-I in AD pathogenesis and treatment. Indeed, the 

observation that size, shape, and lipidation state of HDL/apoA-I affect 

BBB crossing and Aβ clearance rates across the BBB model is 

reminiscent of the extensive data showing that NP size and shape is vital 

when it comes to brain targeting.  
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Another vital part of NP development for treatment of 

neurodegenerative diseases is choosing appropriate experimental 

models, either in vitro cell lines representing the targeted cell of choice, 

or animal models displaying characteristics of the diseased state. Too 

often, basic models that are not necessarily suitable for testing targeted 

NPs are chosen for preliminary in vitro or in vivo analysis. In Chapter 

4, the ability of liposomes designed specifically to cross the BBB and 

treat Alzheimer's disease (AD), the most common neurodegenerative 

disorder [16],  was shown to be  affected either by the diseased state or 

the age of the mouse model used. Here, the quantity of liposomes that 

entered the AD-affected or aged brain in mice was significantly lower 

than the amount found in young healthy mouse brains. This was likely 

due to molecular alterations in the brain vasculature that limited entry 

of liposomes normally entering the brain via receptor mediated 

transcytosis. This dramatic change in NP brain delivery depending on 

disease and age state highlights the need for investigation of all NPs for 

brain targeting, and indeed all brain-targeting pharmaceuticals, in 

models mirroring the specific diseased and age state.  

In conclusion, a broad range of factors need to be taken into 

account when designing NPs for therapy and diagnosis of 

neurodegenerative disorders, including the protein corona, ligands for 

functionalization, size and shape of targeting agents, and the 

experimental models being used. The results of this thesis provide 

further novel knowledge on this issue, and pave the way for new 

approaches in nanomedicine design. 
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